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Diseased hills
hills mainly large ones.
give light yield», and the tubers in them
I have selected bills
are mainly small.
for seed for 11 yoars, always choosing the
best yielding. I now get lees than 2 per
cent of small in good seasons, eveD
though the hills are planted only a foot
apart, to produce the medium-sized
stock demanded by city markets.
Farmers use small seed because It is
cheap. While it is possible that the increased yield from the use of large seed
might nut pay the extra cost, the use of
small seed year after year increases the
proportion of weak and diseased hills,
the yield diminishes, and the variety
runs out.
Many scientific experiments
have almost always shown better yields
from large than from small seed when
The use of
sorted in the u-ual way.
large seed produces a better crop and
better seed at an increased cost. Often
fairuers buy new varieties which produce
well at tirst, because the seedsmen have
grown them, using large seed and having
ha I good winter storage conditions. The
yield often falls dowu as soon as bandied
under ttie usual farm conditions.
Selecting seed according to an ideal
type for each variety would be of immense value it we were certain just what
points in the appearance of a tuber were
reliable indications of its value as seed.
The Uncle Sam variety varies all the way
fr
-mooth, Hat-oval shape to a longer
an
rougher type, the vine and tiower
1 once selected the hills
b
g che same.
wuicb were smooth, discarding those
longer and rougher. The yield compared to other varieties declined so rapidly that it was apparent that the poor
looking hills were the ones that had
With the Rural this
given the yield.
same smooth type is found in the best
hills and is the best seed. Tubers longer
and narrower than the usual type of any
variety are to be regarded with suspicion
in uMst years, especially if the eyes are
longer than usual and clustered closely
around the seed end. Prof. C. L. Fitcb
of the Iowa station states that flatness
and relative shortness are the result of
healthy growth and are signs of strength.
For the present we are not warranted
in dependiug too much on any rigid type
as a means of selecting the best seed potatoes. Anyone making a tuber-unit test
will be greatly surprised at the variation
between units, although the seed tubers
may have been as nearly alike as it was
possible to select from the bin.
duce more email
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By carefully diggiuga field of potatoes
I have found that the poorest bills pro-
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SAVING HILLS WITH LARGE Τ0Γ9.

Large tops are often believed to be an
indication of a large yield. Tbia i· ofien
advocated and appears at tiret eight to
be probable.
However, my experience
with over 50 varieties In Π years of seed
election is that hills with large tops are
Selection on
seldom the best yielders.
the basis of yield of tubers to the hill
has practically eliminated the large tops.
Ou© aeaeoD I tested a ntrain of Green

Mountain, sent me by an experiment station, that had been selected for large tope

I pod. "I think It would make him

northern New York, and does well farther sooth in cool and wet seasons. Burbank is raised on the Pacific coast and
the Pearl under irrigation in Colorado.
Irish Cobbler, Bliss Triumph, Green
Moantain and other varieties are raised
in the north to be sold in the sooth for
seed.
It is necessary to test new varieties at
least two years because of variation between seasons and because they may
have been kept under different storage
conditions. The seed selection can be
begun with all the first year and all but
the best variety discarded.
Any scorecard of points may be used in the selec
tion of a type, variety or strain according
to the wishes of the grower. With most
of us net profit is the thing to be most
considered. This may be produced in
different ways. For early markets extreme earliness pays better than high
yield on account of high prices. Quality
and white color are also less importai
than with the late main crop varieties.
Freedom from disease must always be
considered unless, like scab, it can be
prevented by disinfection. High yield,
good appearance and table quality are
almost always the largest factors in securing the greatest net profit.

PENROD
By BOOTH
TARKINGTON

Copyright. 1914. by Double lay.
Page ù Company
/»

CHAPTER XX.
Conclusion of the Quiet Afternoon.

THE

COMPARING POTATO SEED.
I never saved any poor bills to test till
1012. That year the low yielders1 row
averaged only 70 bushels an acre against
3ό0 for the adjoining rows treated exactly the same. In 1013, the low yielders
averaged 100 against 200 for the normal.
This was not a fair test, as the low
vielders were mature when a frost on
September 1-1 killed the others while in
full growth. In 1915, the yields were 74
and 334 bushels an acre. I dig about oue
acre out of 17 each fall with books,
either before the rest are ripe enough to
dig with a digger or on days too wet to
Each bill is kept sepause a machine.
rate. Next I go over the row myself and
select 5 to 20 per cent of the best hills.
This is the hardest part and requires the
These selected hills are
best judgment.
planted the next year in a seed plot on
the best part of the field.
Early in tbe
fall and before the tops on tbe healthy
vines die a hook should be used to remove all weak, early dying or diseased
hills.
This year I found only four
bushels of such on five acres yielding
Small tubers from such a
1910 bushels.
plot are as good as large, but there are
not very many.
Seed selection cannot prevent loss of
vigor, but it can quickly eliminate the
damaged strains unless the injury is so
Authorities
severe that all are affected.
are not agreed as to whether the yield of
a particular strain can be increased
by
annually selecting tbe best hills. As a
farmer I am well satisfed that this can
be done with profit. Tba cost is so
small that every hour spent is well paid.
I believe that I have received greater returns from the time used in seed selection than in any other thing done on the
farm.

could! I could too!"
But it relieved him only temporarily.
His tormentors were unaffected by it
and increased their bowlings until at
last Georglo lost his head altogether.
Badgered beyond bearing, his eyes
shining with a wild light, he broke
through the besieging trio, hurling little
Maurice from his path with a frantic
hand.
"I'll show you!" he cried in this sudden frenzy. "You give me a chance,
and I'll prove it right now!"
"That's talkin' business!" shouted
Penrod. "Everybody keep still a min-

ute—everybody!"

lie took command of the situation at
displaying a fine capacity for organization and system. It needed only
a few miuutes to set order in the place
of confusiou and to determine, with the
full concurrence of all parties, the conditions under which Georgie Bassett
was to defend his claim by undergoing
what may be perhaps intelligibly defined as the Herman test. Georgie declared he could do it easily. He was
In a state of great excitement and in
qo condition to think calmly or probably he would not have made the attempt at all. Certainly he was overonce,

The Farmer's Lot.

Ια conversation recently with a wellto-do farmer be complained to ue mildly
"My wife and I," he
regarding hie lot.
said, "have been thinking of selling our
farm and going to some section where
land is cheaper and buy a farm or quit
farming as we find that we must work
bard early and late to make interest on
our investment and a reasonable profit or
labor income."
We said to him, "you came to your
present farm with very little capital,
didn't you?"
"Yes," he replied, "we had but little
when we began farming and we now own
We
our place and a good herd of cattle.
live well and can afford about all the
things we desire. But our work is confining. We must be on band every day
I
in the year and good help is often hard

confident.
It was during the discussion of the
details of this enterprise that Georgie's
mother a short distance down the
street received a few female callers,
who came by appointment to druik a
glass of iced tea with ber aud to meet
the lvev. .Mr. Kinosling. .Mr. Kinosliug
was proving almost formidably interesting to the women and girls of bis
What favor of
own and other ilocks.

his fellow clergymen a slight preciousuess of manner and pronunciation cost
him was more than balanced by the
visible ecstasies of ladles. They blossomed at his touch.
He bad just entered Mrs. Bassett's
front door when the sou of the house,
followed by an intent and earnest company of four, opened tlie alley gate
and came Into the yard. The unconscious Mrs. Bassett was about to have
her first experience of a fatal coinci-

It was her first, because she
dence.
was the mother of a boy so well behaved that he had become a proverb
i>f transcendency.
Fatal coincidences
were pleutiful In the Schofleld and
Williams families aud would have beeu
familiar to Mrs. Bassett had Georgie

permitted greater Intimacy with
Peurcîi and Sa ml

been

Mr. Kinosliug sipped his iced tea and
looked about him approvingly. Seven
ladles leaued forward, for it was to be
seen that he meant to speak.
"This cool room is a relief," he said,
waving a graceful hand in α neatly

gesture, which everybody's
eyes followed, his own included. "It
la a relief and a retreat The windows
open, the blinds closed—that is as it
limited
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Younger boys show deference to a perHis experience Is guarson of twelve.
anteed, his Judgment, therefore, mellow; consequently his Influence Is profound. Eleven Is not quite satisfactory. It Is only an upproech. Eleven
has the disadvantage of six, of nineteen, of forty-four and of sixty-nine.
But, like twelve, seven Is an honorable

perhaps^

mop^u^i

£

^Hewae interruptedoutside
bythe^n^of
th>cloeed
altercation Just

blinds of the wlndow neareet h
It was «e
«Let him pick his tree.
Dldn t we
voice of Samuel Williams
come over here to give him one of hta
Give him a fair show,
own trees?

°^ΓΪΐ«1β
JLa 'They

age, and the ambition to attain It Is
laudable. People look forward to being eeven. Similarly, twenty Is worthy,
and so, arbitrarily, Is twenty-one; forty-five has great solidity; seventy Is
commendable and each year
most
thereafter an Increasing honor. Thirteen Is embarrassed by the beginnings
of Q new colthood. The child becomes
a youth. But twelve Is the very top of

lads!" Mr. Klnosllng
have *******
Τ
outdoor sports, their paatimea.
young muscles are toughening. The

*£

Mother

boyhood.

Dressing that morning, Penrod felt
that the world was changed from the
world of yesterday. For one thing, he
seemed to own more of It This day
And It was α day worth
was his day.
owning. The midsummer sunshine,
pouring gold through his window, came
from α cool sky, ami a breeze moved
pleasantly in his hair as he ieuped
from the sill to watch the tribe of
chattering blackbirds take wing, following their leader from the trees In

Tneyje»

°°°u!"

^

surprised to learo that from Feb. 27 to
Aug. 1, six months, 6000 permits were

]

the

"She's ouo ot my grea
thuslasms, you know.
urired
«And I have α question, too, urg*i
Mr». Lor» n«wbu.b
«blé to settle It for

'«f*

myself,

now"—
but now

"Yes?" said Mr. Klnosllng encourag-

ln?Îi-ah-l»-ob,

yes—is Sa^krlt
more difficult language than Spanls
Mr. Kinoeling?"
MIt depends upon the
piled the oracle, smiling.
not look for linguists

w own
oneself as

8t^*nt·
0nem
,ent

"

yard

«mplM

thought was, "What new awfulis he going to start now?" But
this morning they laughed. His mother rose and kissed him twelve times.
And his father
So did Morgaret
How's the
shouted:
"Well, well I
ness

r»-

man?"

Then his mother gave him a Bible
and "The Vicar of Wakefield." Margaret gave him α pair of silver mounted
hairbrushes, and his father gave him a
"Pocket Atlas" and a small compass.
"And now, Penrod," said his mother

r»

Insurmountable difficulty
in conquering either
"And mav I ask onef ventured M«.
Bassett. "Do you think It Is right

great,

no

twelve!

their

a

everywhere;

an

stared awkwardly at Fanno other occupation suggesting
ehon,
"Nothing. I see that you're twelve
Itself to bun, while Fanehon, with the
years old, that's all. There are more ;
utmost couines* made a very thorough
rewent
She
away,
Penrod."
cookies,
visual examination of Penrod, favoring
the
and
turning with a fresh supply
him with an estimating scrutiny which
observation : "Of course you'll be sick
lasted uutll he literally wiggled. Finalbefore the day's over. You might as
ly she spoke.
well get a good start"
"Where do ywu buy your ties?" she
Schofleld looked thoughtful.
Mrs.
asked.
"don't
she
ventured,
"Aunt Sarah,"
"What?"
you really think we Improve as we get
"Where do you buy your neckties?
older?"
Papa gets his at Skoone's. You ought
"Meaning," said the old lady, "that
to get yours there. I'm sure the one
Penrod hasn't much chance to escape
weuring isn't from Skoone's."
the penitentiary If he doesn't? Well, you're
"Skoone's?" Penrod repeate.d
In
ourselves
restrain
to
learn
do
we
"Skoone's?"
some things, and there are people who
"On Fifth avenue," said Fanehon.
seally want some one else to take the "It's a
very smart shop, the men say."
last cookie, though they aren't very
"Men?" echoed Penrod in a hazy
The
But It's all right
common.
"Men?"
K-orld seems to be getting on." She whisper.
"Where do your people go in sumher
greatgnzed whimsically upon
mer?" inquired the lady. "We go to
nephew and added, "Of course when
so many middle class
him Long Shore, but
you watch a boy and think about
have begun coming there mamIt doesn't seem to be getting on very people
The middle
mu thinks of leaving.
"
fa8t
...
ν
classes are simply awful, don't you
cniiir.
Ills
In
Penrod moved unoûslly
think?"
He was conscious thnt he was her top"What?"
ic, but unnble to mnke out whether or
"They're so boorjaw. You speak
not her observations were compliFrench, of course?"
mentary. He Inclined to think they
"Me?"
Mrs. Crlm settled the queswere not
"We ran over to Paris last year. It's
tion for him.
lovely, don't you think? Don't you
"I suppose Penrod la regarded ae the
love the Rue de la Paix?"
neighborhood curse?"
Penrod wandered in a labyrinth/
Schotield.
Mrs,
cried
noJ"
"Oh,
This girl seemed to be talking, but her
"He"words were dumfouudlug. and of
"I daresay ^he neighbors are right"
course there Was no way for him to
He β
continued the old lady placidly.
know that he wus really listening to
had to repeat the history of the race
It was his tlrst meeting
her mother.
and go through all the stages from the
with one of those grownup little girls,
don't
You
barbarism.
to
primordial
wonderful product of the winter apartexpect boys to bo civilized, do you?"
ment and summer hotel, and Fanehon,
I""Well,
an only child, wus α star of the brand.
"You might as well expect eggs to
He began to feel resentful.
crow.
No; you've got to tako boys as
"I suppose," she went on, "I'll find
they are and learn to know them as
everything here fearfully western.
are."
they
Some nice i»eople called yesterday,
"Naturally, Aunt Sarah," said Mrs. though. Do you know the Magsworth
Schofleld, "I know Penrod."
Auntie suys they're charmBlttses?
"Do
Aunt Sarah laughed heartily.
Will Roddy be ut your party Τ
ing.
you think his father knows him too?"
"I guess he will," returned Penrod,
"Of course men are different" Mrs.
finding this intelligible. "The mutt!"
"But
Schofleld returned apologetically.
"Really!" Fanehon exclaimed airily.
a mother knows"—
"Aren't you great pals with him?"
"Penrod," said Aunt Sarah solemnly,
"What's 'pals'?"
"does your father understand you?"
Don't you know
"Good heavens!

His father and his mother and Margaret seemed to understand the difference between today and yesterday.
They were at the table when he descended, and they gave him a greeting
which of itself marked the milestone.
Habitually his entrance into a room
where his elders sat brought a cloud of
apprehension. They were prone to
look up in pathetic expectancy, as if

blushing.

mastering,

after breakfast, "I'm going to take you
out In the country to pay your birthday respects to Aunt Sarah Crim."
Aunt Sarah Crim, Penrod's greataunt, was his oldest living relative.
She was ninety, and when Mrs. Schofleld and Penrod alighted from a carriage at her gate they found her dig-

mnrtB ol Qoallti. olcas».
"which must be Permitted, eW>
ed though perhaps regulated. Soda
distinction. one observes, almost lnvu
m»- aPlrlttMl distinction as
well
Distinction of circumstance is
•well.

ÏÏSï

distinction,

ging with a spade in the garden.
"I'm glad you brought him," she said,
desisting from labor. "Jinny's baking α cake I'm going to send for his
birthday party. Bring him in the
house. I've got something for him."
She led the way to her "sitting room,"
which had a pleasant smell, unlike any
afternoon of your"—
xnero
Ather smell, and opening the drawer of
This wua the fatal Instant,
•mote upon all ears the voice of α shining old whatnot took therefrom
Oeorgio, painfully shrill and penetrat- a boy's "slingshot," made of a forked
ing, fraught with protest and protract- stick, two strips of rubber and α bit
ed attain. His plain words consisted of leather.
of the newly sanctioned and disinfect"This isn't for you," she said, placed curse with a big H.
ing it in Penrod's eager hand. "No.
With an ejuculutlon of horror Mrs. It would break all tc pieces the first

accompanied by

mental

u

^
Distinction Is hereditaO·
one
from father to eon, and if the»
f
than
'like
true
more
thing
son it Is"—he bowed gallantly to Mm.
Baesett—"It is 'Uke mother, like soa
What these good ladles have said this

Bassett sprang to the window and
threw open the blinds.
Qeorgle's back was disclosed to the
He was enview of the tea party.
deavoring to ascend a maple tree about
Emtwelve feet from the window.

time

vmi

trifxl tr> shoot

"Ma'um?"

it because it If*

it A k,v..4

too

hhi
rtio

bear

sad mmati en. «fee

nn<1ûPUfnn<l

I'm
day
passes without their both saying they
don't know what on earth to do with
you. Does whipping do you any good.

loping.

Just replied.
"Thai's right, Georgle," said Penrod
can

KaM

"Aunt Sarah!"
"I know she thinks that, because
whenever you don't behave like a
novice she's disappointed In you. And
your father really believes that you're
a decorous, well trained young business man, and whenever you don't live
up to that standard you get on his
nerves, and lie thinks you ue«id a wal-

of voice power, and It was to
a complaint of theirs that Oeorgle had

"They

IIP

"Ma'am?"

question

fou. Let her go Γ
It is a retreat, a fastness, » "Going to heavenΓ' shrieked Georgle,
Bhould be.
a bastion against the heat's assault
Squirming up another Inch. "Going to
For me a quiet room—a quiet room and heaven, heaven, heaven!"
a book, a volume in the hand, held
Ills mother's frenzied attempts to atlightly between the fingers—a volume tract his attention failed utterly. Georof poems, lines metrical and cadenced.
gle was using the full power of his
something by a sound Victorian. We lungs, deafening his own ears to all
have no later poets."
Mrs. Bassett called in
other sounds.
"Swinburne?" suggested Miss Beam, vain, while the tea party stood petrian eager spinster.
"Swinburne, Mr. fied In a cluster about the window.
Klnosling? Ah, Swinburne!"
"Going to heaven!" Georgle bellow"Not Swinburne," said Mr. Kinosling ed.
"Going to ,heaven! Going to
chastely. "No."
heaven, my Lord! Going to heaven,
That concluded all the remarks about heaven, heaven!"
Swinburne.
He tried to climb higher, but began
Miss Beam retired in confusion be- to slip downward, his exertions caushind another lady, and somehow there ing damage to his apparel. A button
became diffused an impression that flew into the air, and his knickerbockMiss Beam was erotic.
ers and his waistband severed rela"I do not observe your manly little tions.
son," Mr. Klnosling addressed his
"Devil's got my coattalls, slnnerel
hostess.
Old devil's got my coattalls!" he an"He's out playing in the yard," Mrs.· nounced appropriately. Then he beBassett returned. "I heard his voice
gan to slide. He relaxed his clasp of
Just now, I think."
the tree and slid to the ground.
"Everywhere I hear wonderful re!" shrieked Georgle,
"Going to
ports of him," said Mr. Klnsollng. "I reaching a high pitch of enthusiasm
may say that 1 understand boys, and I in this great climax.
feel that he is a rare, α fine, a pure, a
With a loud scream Mrs. Bassett
lofty spirit I say spirit for spirit Is threw herself out of the window,
the word I hear epoken of him."
alighting by eome miracle upon her
Δ chorus of enthusiastic approbation feet with ankles unspralned.
affirmed the accuracy of this proclamaMr.' Kinosllng, feeling that his prestion, aud Mrs. Bassett flushed with ence as spiritual adviser was demandpleasure. Georgie's spiritual perfection ed In the yard, followed with greater
was demonstrated by Instances of It
dignity through the front door. At
related by the visitors. His piety was the corner of the house a small decited, and wonderful things he had said parting figure collided with him viowere quoted.
lently. It was Penrod, tactfully with"Not all boys are pure, of Une spirit, drawing from what promised to be a
of high mind," said Mr. Klnosling, and family scene of unusual palufulness.
tontluued with true feeling: "You have
Mr. Kinosllng Belled him by the
a neighbor, dear Mrs. Bassett whoso
shoulders and, giving way to emohousehold I indeed really feel It quite tion, shook him viciously.
Impossible to visit until such time
"You horrible boy!" exclaimed Mr.
when better, firmer, stronger handed,
"You ruffianly creature!
Kinosllng.
more determined discipline shall preDo you know what'e going to happen
vail. I And Mr. and Mrs. Schofleld and to
you when you grow up? Do you
their daughter charming, but"—
realize what you're going to be?"
Three or four ladles said "Oh!" and
With flashing eyes the Indignant boy
spoke a n«mo simultaneously. It v^as made known his unshaken purpose.
bubonic
as If they had said, "Oh, the
He shouted the reply:
plague I"
"A minister!"
"Oh! Peorod Schofleld!"
"Georgie does not play with him,"
CHAPTER XXI.
laid Mrs. Bassett quickly—"that Is, he
Tw*lv».
hin
he
much
as
as
avoids
can^rithout
busy globe which spawns
hurting Penrod's feelings. Georgie le
us is as incapable of flattery
I supvery nensltlve to giving pain.
and as Intent upon Its own afthese
pose a mother should not tell
fair, whatever that Is, as a gythings, and I know people who talk
It keeps steadily whirling
about their own children are dreadful roscope.
Its lawful track, and, thus far
bores, but It was only last Thursday | along
to hold a right of way, spins
night that Georgie looked up In my seeming
with no perceptible dimifbee so sweetly after he had said bis doggedly on,
flushed I nation of speed to mark the most glprayers, and his little cheeks
human events. It did not pause
It wotûd
as be said: "Mamma, I

mHAti

Sitting Bull!" she luughed. "And I'll
tell you what your mother thinks you
Her real belief lu that
ore, Penrod.
you're a uovlee In α convent."

bracing the trunk with arms and legs,
be had managed to squirm to a point
just above the heads of Penrod and
Herman, who stood close by, watching
him earnestly, Penrod being obvtouely
In charge of the performance. Across
the yard were Sam Williams and Maurice Levy, acting as a Jury on the

encouragingly.

other.
Penrod

of thrift"
"Ma'am?"

sense

country.

was

hesty concentration.

PF.XROD

to the day's work In the open
The blackbirds were his, as
the sunshine and the breeze were his,
for they all belonged to the day which
was his birthday and therefore most
surely his. Pride suffused him. He

TTSLtr.i S—5

hand and watching it,
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The average reader will be somewhat

issued by Live Stock Sraoltary Commissioner Bearce, for the admissioo of
some
do best from New
horse· into tbe State of Maiue. Ooe
hundred aod fifty-two permits were
Issued for horses lo carloads—and the
Inquiry will natarally be made: "Where
Gr«a MounUln or whltWtout
«»0i« 011=«· oi *»"» ** do thej go?"—Maine Farmer.
au m mer.

Distinction and honor wait upon him.
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New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs,
Instruction Books, Player pianos always in stock at prices
that are right

/enrod

5ML»?r^£

Kidneys

price.

had^come

Ta

three laughed bitingly In
The
•sun will not harm them
chorus. They jeered, derided,
learn. Theyiea
they
expand,
they
scoffed uud raised an uproar
fair play, honor, courtesy, fro
which would have had its efas pebbles grow round In the
fect upon much stronger nerves than
Thav learn more from tnem
brook.
he
contained
For
a
time
Georgia's.
<u»ives than from us. They take shape,
his rising choler and chauted rnouotonously over and over: "1 could! 1
could too! 1 could! 1 could too!" But
their tumult wore upon him, and he decided to avail himself of the recent deface shining and ardeur
cision whereby a big II wus rendered
wlflh
there's a question
Having aosllng,
Innocuous and
unprofaue.
used the expression once, he found it
Mi» cos-ut," Mr.
comforting and substituted it for "1

Cause Disease

toyoo^Sold

hie twelfth birthday.
To be twelve Is an attainment worth
tho struggle. A boy, Just twelve, Is
like α Frenchman Just elected to the
academy.

tle souL Ah. 0Weet'"
ν
coQtlncouu«"And that very afternoon,
home
ued M». Baeeett, "he
ha*
dreadful *ate.
thrown tar all over him.
"Your son has a forgiving
Mr. Kluosllug, with vehement»,
He
too forgiving spirit
eet down bis (ïlûsH. "No
y
No more cake, I than
νοα.
it not Cardinal Newman who

M

VORWAY,

South Paris,

went about the
sweet! The sweet lit-

Lid

Résulte showed
and blight resistance.
that these qualities had been securedla
r-1 to
the cost of low yield. Prof. W. A.
get."
ton, one of our best disease experts, I
"Did you ever stop to consider," we
believes large and late growing tops may I
queried, "that any man who is successindicate that the plants have been id- ful and accumulates
MAINE,
something for a
jured by too great heat. I have seen rainy day or old age must apply himself
them in white-sprout, blue-sprout and
closely to his work? The man in the
Irish Cobbler varieties. As these are office, store, or
shop may not be confined
is
a.most undatable in large cities this
to bis job as many hours a day ae the
·
witu
hills
another objection to saving
farmer, but when you consider the
large tops.
I things he must do arouud his home and
was
a
demand
there
A few years ago
in various other ways, the successful
Sometimes these I man in the
for blight resistance.
city works as many hours per
not toon forget th· brorfiU I derived
that
ac-1
on
were
saved
hills
late-growing
day as the successful farmer. If you
uw of Foley Kidney Pills."—AL A.
One of the best potato authori- will look about
count.
you and note the income
Fcrtrt Grove, Oregon.
Little
ties. Prof. F. B. Ballou, «tated:
of those you know in the city, how many
ici» work and too little work
of
hill·
is
poselecting
parent
gaiued
by
of them have done as well as you have?
have about the same effect
Proper tatoes on the ba?is of disease resistance How many of them own their homes and
noai past middle age.
tho kidneys is necessary to of the plants over selection of PareD
bave them paid for? Llow many could
alth.
They act as a filter hills because of superior
individual
retire at your age? How many of them
ve from the blood poisonous
bills simply
later
The
yields.
growing
:
bold jobs or do work that you would
ttter which if permitted t<^
demonstrate that there develops through
in tho system leads to many
to your»?"
prefer
:catlons.
natural plant variation these tardy, de"Well," be said "I hadn't thought of
y nervous, tired, run-down mon
strains whicn
liberate,
slow-maturing
that
it
iu
light or angle before."
men suffer from pains in tho
should not be mistaken for strains of
lie could think of a few who, perhaps,
•ιnd sides, dizzy spells, bladder
"
stiff
resistance
and
muscles
sore
special disease
s.
were doing better, but the many were
:ind fail to realize that rheumaIn Ii»14, the set in my lield was small I not as fortunate as this farmer. We
ôabetes or even Bright's disIn 1905, there were
the
tubers
large.
and
bave often thought if every farmer could
•
ii. jy result.
too many in the hill and the crop ran
ν u have cause to believe that
fully understand tbe struggle of the city
In 1910, one field had a small set folk and know their life as they know it,
kidneys are weak, disordered or *mall
ive you should act immediately.
and another planted with the same seed tbeir work as
they liud it, that the farmer
Kidney Pills have been used the same
with
day. but with alight sandy soil, would be more contented and satisfied
unti, middle aged and old
set nearly twice as many to the hill.
t< satisfaction. They act <iuickwith his lot. The grass looks greener
i sure ly and have given relief
Most potato diseases reduce the yield and more
inviting on the other side of
c«utes vf iuu y car a «lauding.
of the affected hills.
Removing hill· the fence and tbe other fellow's lot is
Parlé.
South
leaf-roll
-ill KTLK* »· A Co.,
with fusarium w.lt, black-leg,
likely to appear easier and more satisfycurly dwacf, etc., leaves a healthy seed ing than ours. Tbe trouble is, we do
the
will
a
better
which
stock
yield
give
not know tbe other fellow's job, bis
next year than if the diseased hills are
straggles, and disappointments.
left. Particularly is this true *b®rel
We should remember that happiness
hills
since
diseased
is
seed
IN
email
AND
DEALER
OF
planted,
UNLFACTLKEk
cannot be created by money or position,
produce many small potatoes. Some ο nor can it be found by looking for it. If
Red Cedar and Spruce Clap- ihese diseases also infect the soil aud you think it cao, look about and see if
This
for years after.
attack
people of wealth and good positions are
boards. New Brunswick Cedar diggingpotatoes
must be done before the healthy I all
happy and if those who have sought
not
is
Pine,
pressing
usually
tops die. Work
Shingles. North Carolina
happiness through a life of ease have
is
the
extra
small,
at this time;
expense
found it. True happiness comes only
and
Sheathing, as these hills would have
flooring:
to be dug and
through doing useful work, rendering a
Board.
later
Wall
anyway.
Paroid
picked up
useful service, and by the possession of
useful knowledge. The farmer who does
methods of sect king seed.
Apple Barrel Heads, and
not understand and appreciate the wonof
I
tubers
nearly
I take good-sized
ders of nature or take any interest in his
LUMBER OF ALL KINDS
are
bin.
These
the
from
quar- farm work, except the dollars which he
equal size
tered lengthwise and piloted in adjoining can gather, will find little happiness.
But the farmer of
When dug all are piled together. I His lot is drudgery.
hills
This method has an advantage over any knowledge and understanding gets enhor
Best
What Is tho
other because you can begin in the l joyment out of making plants grow; out
spring and have clear proof of seed trans- of seeing animals develop; out of the
^
is a question asked as ruany time·
mission of plant characters the same birds of the field; out of the rising sun
This method of quartering all to its restful glow of evening; and out of
each day. The answer is
season.
the stars as they come forth in their
seed is objectionable after the tirst
etrains
varying! nightly sparkle. The lot of such a
because of different
farmer is happiness.—Hoard's Dairyman.
We guarantee them to be satisfactory
hyband and saving the best
the
to
crop
only by us, 10 cent*.
is
hills
especially adapted
Sees Profit in Dollar Apples.
Wbere machine
bv hand.
when dug
Cha·. H. Howard Co.
used the seed should be dug
are
diggers
S. H. Beale, who is one of the largest
before the crop is ripe enough to c g apple growers in central Maine and one
Examined for Glasses without bruising by Ihe machine,
of the six largest in Maine, makes the
late blight is known to he in the held. assertion that
apples selling at ?1 a barlDlh»tc«e tbe seed a»j IxlW «'·■ rel are profitable for any farmer to raise.
davs when the ground ie too sticky from He has about 2000 trees and last year
Th. ..cood when
«h. «.«bi».
and
apples were selling at a very low
that
vear throw out all except those
rate be found a market, realizing $2 per
their
inherited
of
vield well becanse
birrel. Mr. Beale has been a big orSouth Paris. Maine.
vigor. This is but a slight change from chardiet for 30 years and says it pays the
of
number
the
As
methods.
υ resent
best of anything a farmer can bave. In
hillu worked with Is limited only by the the
poorest year it brings a profit. Afof finding the
size of the field the chance
ter a tree is 10 years old it is equal every
war» heet etrains is increased.
His trees are
year to $100 at interest.
Planting a short piece of row from the divided among Baldwins, Ben Davis and
Spys, but bis latest variety is the Stark,
AND
which he considers the best for this clire
the
as
of cutting seed must be used,
mate.
us
farmers
for
reliable
more
«elts are
Cultivation is the most essential thing
of
method
tuber-unit
the
wbere
than
about orcharding. It should be done
·*«»■
With
is
used.
any
quartering
every year, and after it begins bearing a
pieces nust be of equal average weight cover crop should be planted each year.
From >acb He considers an orchard
the tests are worthless
good for 50 to
strain a similar amount, say one bushel 75 years after it begins bearing. Some
and
Organs to the short row, should be saved for of Mr. Beale's trees are 73 years old and
Second hand Pianos
The whole of the produce last
Two square fnmnarison.
for sale at a bargain.
year yielded three barrels to tbe
should be saved to
tree and are thrifty. Some of bis trees
A of the beet strains
low
at
will
sell
I
pianos
nroduceeeed for the main field crop.
yield seven barrels each. At tbe age of
*
seed
Before beginning
lot of second hand organs that I will
10 to 15 years the yield should be from
has the
~r «r«t makes sure that he
Mr. Beale ships
three to five barrels.
Come in and
sell at any old
his
to
clisuited
most
and variety
his apples to Liverpool.—John £. Taylor
Eastern
markets.
city
and
mate
soil
*ee them.
la New Eoglaud Homestead.
markets pay the highest prices for fiat,

tive

**Α eibUance
~£Jet! How

Playground·.
using strange symbols of speech, talkX do not know of any better way te
ing for the greater part. It seems to
to be honorable and
Mm, simultaneously, and employing a teach α boy
a chance to
"Yes'm."
wholly incomprehensible system of em- ■tralght than to give him
Once
hie cftnradee. In the play·
"Certainly!" said Mrs. Crlm.
phasis at other times not in rogue. play with
as
Penrod twisted his legs, his cap and ground he learna without any »ugg—
you accept a thing about youreelf
tlon of rebellion against instruction
established and settled it's all right bis nose.
Ile learn·
"Here she is!" Mrs. Gelbraith cried and precept and preaching.
Nobody minds. Boys are Just like
want anybody
people really."
unexpectedly, and a dark haired, de- It because be does not
"No, no!" Mrs. Schofleld cried Invol- mure person entered the room wear- else to cheat him und is "down" on
fair. And
untarily.
ing a look of gracious social expectan- the t*oy that does not play
"Yes, they are." returned Aunt cy. In years she was eleven, in man- In the long run, because he is "down"
Sarah. "Only they're not quite eo aw- ner about sixty-live, and evidently bad on the boy that does not play fair, b·
ful, because they haven't' learned to lived much ut court. She performed a will establish standards of conduct
which we must maintain in the comcover themselves all over with little courtesy In acknowledgment of Mrs.
When Penrod grows up Bchofleld's greeting and bestowed her munity and particularly In our gnat
pretences.
he'll be Just the same as he Is now, hand upon Fenrod, who had entertain- cities. If there la one thing that we
except that whenever he does what he ed no hope of such an honor, showed need more than another it Is the con·
wants to do he'll tell himself and oth- his surprise that It should come to him s taut emphasis among our citizen· of
that willinger people a little story about It to and was
plainly unable to decide what thut spirit of fair play,
make his reason for doing It seem to do about it
ness to give and take, that generosity
nice and pretty and noble."
I "Fanehon, dear," said Mrs. Gelbraith. in defeat and that lack of assertive"No, I won't!" said Penrod suddenly. "take Tenrod out in the yard for awhile nt'ss In victory which we Identify with
"There's one cookie left," observed and play."
true sport and which is learned beet of
"Are you going to eat
Aunt Sarah.
"Let go the little girl's hand. Pen- all In childhood upon the playground.—
1
United
It?"
rod," Mrs. Sehofleld laughed as the Justice Charles E. Hughes,
States supreme court
"Well," said her great nephew children turned toward the door.
thoughtfully, "I guess I better."
"Why
"Why?" asked the old lady.
Guiding PrinoiplM.
CHAPTER XXII.
"
do you guess you'd "better?*
Equal and exact Justice to all men, at
Fanehon.
"Well," said Penrod, with a full
whatever state or i*ersuaslon, rellgloua
hastily dropped the
commerce and honmouth, "it might get all dried up If,
small hand and, exclaiming, or political; i>eace,
with all mitions—entannobody took It and get thrown out and
with simple honesty, "Why, I est friendship
wasted"
with none; the support
I
don't want it!" followed Fan- gling alliances
"You're beginning finely," Mrs. Crlm
state governments in all their
ehon out into the sunshiny yard, where of the
remarked. "A year ago you'd have
as the most comptent administhey came to a halt and surveyed each rights,
taken the cookie without the same
concerns and
Penrod, gazing fondly upon hie knife
and eating cookies rapidly, answered
as a matter of course and absently,

what seemed to Penrod lta principal
purpose was accomplished, and an enormous
shadow, vanishing westward
over Its surface, marked the dawn of

bet-

a

sure

α

very seldom

Penrod?"
"Ma'am?"
"Go 011 and finish the lemonade.
There's about a glassful left Oh, take
it take It, and don't say why! Of
course you're a little pig."
Penrod laughed gratefully, his eyes
fixed upon her over the rim of his up-

tilted glass.
"Fill yourself up uncomfortably,"
said the old lady. "You're twelve years
old, and you ought to be happy—if you
It's taken over
aren't anything else.
1,000 years of Christianity and some
hundreds of thousands of years of
other things to produce you, and there
you sit!"

"Ma'am?"

"It'll be your turn to struggle and
things up for the betterment of
posterity soon enough," said Aunt Sarmuss

ah Crim. "Drink your lemonade!"
"Aunt Sarah's a funny old lady," Penrod observed on the, way back to the
town. "What's she want me to give
papa this old sling for? Last thing she
eald was to be sure not to forget to
give it to him. He don't want it, and
ehc said herself it ain't any good. She's
older than you or jwipa. Isn't she?"
"About fifty years older," answered
Mrs. Schofield, turning upon him α
"Don't cut into
stare of perplexity.
the leather with your new knife, dear.
The liveryman might ask us to pay
If— No, I wouldn't st-rape the paint
off either—nor whittle your shoe with
It Couldn't you put it up until we get

aren't you th# wortt boy In
town f"
thirty-flve years old. I want to eend
I think it's
It back to youi father.
time. Ton give It to him from me and
tell him I nay I believe I can trust
him with It now. I took It away from
him thirty-flve years ago, one day after he'd killed my best hen with it ac-

"Penrod,

cidentally and broken

a

glass pitcher

the back porch with It—accidentally. He doesn't look 11)φ a person
who's ever dune things of that sort,
and I suppose he's forgotten it so
well that ho befleves he never did, but
if you give It to him from me I think
You look like him,
he'll remember.
Penrod. lie was anything but a handon

•ome

home?"
"We goln' etralght home?"
"No.
We're going to stop at Mrs.
Gelbralth's and ask a strange little girl
to come to your party this ufternoon."
"Who?"
She's Mrs.
"Her name is Fanchon.
Gelbraith'B little niece."
"What makes her so queer?"
Ί dkln't say she's queer."
"You said"—
"No; I mean that she Is a stranger.
She lives In New York and has come
to visit here."
"What's she live in New York for?"
"Because her parents live there. You
must be very nice to her, Penrod. She
has been very carefully brought up.
Besides, she doesn't know the children
here, and you must help to keep her
from feeling lonely at your party."
"Yes'm."
When they reached Mrs. Gelbralth's

boy."

After this final bit of reminiscenceprobably designed to be repeated to
Mr. Schofleld—she disappeared in the
direction of the kitchen and returned
with a pitcher of lemonade and α blue
china dish sweetly freighted with flat
ginger cookies of a composition that
Then, having set
was her own secret
this collation before her guests, she
Penrod with a supepb, in-

presented

tricate and very modern machine of
destructive capacities almost limitless.
She called it a pocketknlfe.
hor"I suppose you'll do something
rible with it," she said composedly.
"I hear you do that with everything,
it
anyhow, so you might as well do

with this and have more fan out of it
in
They tell me you're the worst boy

to say you're 'great
You are an odd

what it means

pals' with any one?
child:"
It

nus

»W ΑΛΛ lev 44·

"Oh. bugs!" siiid Penrod.

This bit of rutilanlsm bad α ourlons
effect Fanehon looked upon blm with
sudden favor.
"I like you, Penrod," she said lu an

odd way, and whatever else there may
have been In her manner there certain-

was ηυ sbyni«s.
"Oh, bill's!" This repetition may
have lackeil gallantry, but It was ut-

ly

tered In no very decided tone,

Penrod

j

trations for our domestic
the surest bulwarks uj:alnst antl-republlcun tendencies; the preservation of
the general government in its whole

constitutional vigor as the sheet anchor
of our peace at home and safety
·
freedom of religion; freeabroad; · ·
dom of the press; freedom of peraon
under the protection of the habeas cor-

sepus. and trial b.v Juries impartially
lected—these principle· form the bright
constellation which has gone before ue
and guided our steps through an age
of revolution and reformation.—From
tirst inaugural address of President

Jefferson.

Strength of Past Miatak··.
Because our ancestors lived In hoddied cities we go on building upon narrow and tortuous streets, sinking our
cupital in mistakes which age make· It
more and more difficult to retrieve.
The original cowpaths of Boston have
become picturesque slums which sup[iort Innocent ladle· and stlile the
health und the happiness of other peoAttack these elumi,
ple's ejiiklren.
and yoj attack helplessness Itself. Try
to widen and ventilate, and you will
tlud that you have struck at the security of the innocent This is the real
strength of the past and the overwhelming grip it has upon our Uvea.

It lives on, not because intelligence can
defend It, but because it has become ao
intimate a part of us that to cut It out
seems a

little too cruel.—New

Republic.

Angleworms and Rain.
Just why the angleworm cornea out
of the ground after α soaking rain
when its natural tendency is to seek
the deep, moist part of the earth In
times of drought wus long u puzzle to
the naturaliste. The enthusiastic flshermun will tell you that the only way
to llnd any fishing worms when the
soil Is very dry is by digging down to
where it is damp or by eprinkllng the
ground thoroughly the night before
that
you Intend to dig. It Is evident
the Lumbrlcldae like water. The other recently discovered fact about them
Is that they also like air and cannot
When it has rained
live without it
until the earth Is thoroughly saturated
Mr. Angleworm has to crawl out of the
ground in order to keep from drowning.—St Louis G lobe-Democrat

World'· Finaat Equestrian Group.
London's statues are generally the
laiiKhlng stock of foreign visitor*.
and
ore called "Jokes In stone"

They

other rude named. It La all the more
gratifying to And one at least of these
generally despised objects gaining the
of qualified Judges. A party

applause

of Belgian sculptors and artiste on a
recent visit were moved to proclaim
their conviction that the quadriga of
"Victory" on the arch at the top of
Constitution hill was not only the finest
tfroup In England, but in

equestrian

pretty."

the whole world! The m ulptor, Captain Adrian Jones, once told the writer
that It was twenty years after the first
sketch was made that the group wu

they

nrd.

shaken.
"Yes, I do!" She stopped closer to
him, smiling. "Your hair Is ever so
was

swear like mariners,
say, and gay mothers ought to realize that all children are Imitative, for
as the precocious Fanehon leaned toward Penrod the manner In which she
looked Into Ills eyes might have made
a thoughtful observer wonder where

Sailors' parrots

she had learned her pretty ways.
Penrod was even more confused
than he had been by her previous mysteries, but his confusion was of a distinctly pleasant and alluring nature.
He wanted more of it Looking intenInto another person's eyes, is

tionally

act unknown to childhood, and Penrod's discovery that it could be done
never
had
lie
sensational.
was
thought of looking into the eyes of
Marjorle Jones.
Despite all anguish, contumely, tar
and Maurice Levy, he still secretly
an

dually put In

There
uiade a
to that
we call

position.—London

Stand·

The Hot Air Furnae·.
was a young publisher who
sudden fortune by appealing
largely neglected class which
society. Gaining riches, the

was seen
young publisher retired and
less and less in his old haunts.
"Where's Lawrence?" some one asked of "Mr. Dooley."
Dooley answered, "Oh, he's uptown
now, warming his hands at the soda!

register."

Russia.

Russia took Its denomination from
the Rossi, or Russl, α people of the
south of Russia, who possessed them·

selves of the country in the declining
the
thought of Marjorle, with pathetic days of the Greek empire. Being
constancy, as his "beau," though that prédominant inhabitants, they Imposed
Is not how he would have spelled it.
Marjorle was l>eautiful; her curls were
long and the color of amber; her nose
was straight and her freckles were
honest; she was much prettier than
this accomplished visitor, Hut beauty
Is not all.
"I do!" breathed Fanehon softly.
She seemed to him a fairy creature
from some rosier world than this. So
humble Is the human heart It glorifies and makes glamorous almost any
like
poor thing that says to It "I

you!"

Penrod was enslaved. He swallowed, coughed, scratched the back of his

neck and said dlsjointedly:
"Well—I don't care—if you want to.
I Just as soon."
"We'll dance together," said Fanehon, "at your party."
"I guess so. I Just as soon."
"Don't you want to, Penrod?"
"Well, I'm willing to."
"No. Say you want to!"

"WeirHe used his toe

as a

gimlet boring

into the ground, his wide open eyes
staring with Intense vacancy at a button on his sleeve, nis mother appeared upon the porch in departure, callfarewells over her shoulder to Mrs.

ing
Gelbraith, who stood In the doorway.
"Say It!" whispered Fanehon.
"Well, I Just as soon."
She seemed satisfied.

[TO

M

OOMTUfUXD.]

Penrod sat patiently humped upon a ι
chair during the lengthy exchange
gilt
town."
Winning a Pleasant Look.
;
mother and
Father—There, now look pleasant
"Oh, Aunt 8arah!" Mrs. Schofleld of greetings between his
That Is one of the
Mrs. Gelbraitb.
lifted a protesting hand.
boys, nere's a penny for each of you!
things a boy must learn to bear. (After the picture Is taken) Finely
"Nonsense!" said Mrs. Crim.
When his mother meets a compeer done! Now give mo the pennies back
"But on his birthday 1"
"That*· the time to say it Penrod, there is always a long and dreary wait again.—Meggendorfer Blatter.
[ Co* him, while the two appear to be

i
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Ths Shott J»Hd.
In southern Tunis lies an extensive
•alt marsh desert called the Shott J*
rid, of which the Arabs stand In terror, for many a caravan has been lost
In the salt lncrusted morass, which,
according to an authority, Is a· much
as 1,200 feet deep in places.

Horticultural Nets.
"I see Philip Is going In for Intensive

gardening."

"You don't say!"
"Yep; raising a mustache.'*—Philadelphia Ledger.
A Psaalmlst.
"Papa, what Is a pessimistT'

"A pessimist, my son, Is a msn who
does not believe thst his make of motorcar Is better than anybody else's,"—

Judge.

Sorry Ho Spoka.
"Pools rush In where angels fear to
tread."
"I know. What place have you been
kicked oat of now?"—Chicago New·.
The Game of Qelf.
There's one food
Farmer Barnes
thing about golf anyhow. Farmer Fallows (skeptically)—What's that? Farm·
er Barnes—Wfcy, ye don't have to play
—

It If ye don't want to.—London Scrap·.
A Possible Solution.
a man be as atuptd as
that fellow and live?"
"Some of the men at the club hav·
a theory that he was raised on · vacu-

"How

um

can

bottle."—Judge,

ESTABLISHED 1533.

The Oxford Democrat.
ISSUED TUESDAYS.

South Paris, Maine, August 31, iqis

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Rev. aod Mr·. W. C. CurtU have been
In Auburn with their
eon. Dr. Buker.
·.
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
Mrs. F. P. Chandler of Anbnrn hu
with her
week
the
put
been spending

parent·.
Wednesday morning Sheriff Η. υ.
Hastings was taken very ill, bnt reports
HUI, pas- are more encouraging, and all hope for
m.

Pint Baptist Church, Rev. Q. W. r.
▲.
tor.
Preaching every Sunday at 1C:45service
Sabbath evening
Sun lay School at 12.
at
at 7 Jo.
Prayer Meeting Thurmlar evening
Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before
7 30.
AU
m.
r.
30
2
the let Sunday of the month at
invited.
not otherwise connected are oonllally

The engagement is announced of M!m
Susie T. Chase of Mechftnlo Pall* to Mr.
Harry L. Danforth of tbat town, formerEditors and Propruiort.
Cbaae is the
ly of Island Pood, Vt. Mia·
and An·
A. K. Forbes.
youngest daughter of James L. Hill.
Ukokok M ArwtHJD.
Paris
□ ie P. Cbaae, formerly of
sons of
four
and
Mrs. J. H. Brooke
Ct., are guests of ber
advance.
Bridgeport,
In
If
strictly
4
year
|>al<l
I"kh*s
|l_*>
4 cents. parents, Mr. and Mr*. Austin P. Stearns.
< Hherwtsc t'i.nô a year. Single copiée
Is still in Europe wbere he
All legal a-lrertlscmente Mr. Brooke
Advkktiskmknts
for #1.50 has been since his perilous experience on
are given three eonaccutlve Insertion»
conthe Lusitania when the ship was torpedoper Inch Sn length of column. Special
tract ma le with local, transient an·! yearly ed on
May seventh last and be was one
advertisers.
of those rescued from the water.
cleetrlc
imJon Ι'ΚΙΝΓΙΝΟ —New type, rant presses,
Henry D. Hammond is greatly
workmen an»! low prices
pow> r, experienced
home by the addition of an
combine to make this dcpartuieut of our busi- proving bis
,.j-u. an popular.
ness
I extensive piazza upon the front. Phil
Mason aud crew are doing the work.
Albert L. Burbank of Portland was a
I guest at the Hubbard House last week.
Coming Events.
Clayton K. Brooks of Boston arrived
I here last Saturday for a vacation with
Watervllle.
his family at their summer home.
Aug .11 Sept. S—Central Maine Kalr,
Maine ReglSept. 2—Reunion of Twenty-third
George Lunt returned last week from
ment, lakoUr.ve, Auburn.
I Honolulu where he has been on a Govern
Sei.t r. !»—Maine State fair. Lewteton.
Maine Cavalry, ment commission.
He and Mrs. Lunt
Sept. s. 9.—Reunion of First
Bucksport.
are receiving the congratulations of many
Sept 14 1ft—Oxford Connty fair.
Andover.
I friends upon the arrival of a son, Wilbur
-., i>t -».*>—Northern oxtord fair.
I Fink Lunt, born August 23d.
Oct .VT—West Ox for l fair, Kryebur*.
! The raifii basket donated by Mr. WinI
slow to tbe fair was given by subscription
(OI'IKS.
SI.\t<LK
I to Wilbur Fisk Lunt, the youngest
The receipts
Single copies. >t The PemoCRAT are fourcents member of the community.
• ach
They will be malle<l on recelptof price by ! from the basket subscription amounted
of
convenience
patrons
for
the
or
the publishers
dollars.
single copies of each Issue have been placed on I to over thirteen
«ale at the following places In the County :
Miss Fannie Perham of Washington,
Howard's Drug Store.
^outh Paris,
I D. C., is the guest of Mrs. John Pierce.
ShurtleCTs Drug Store.
The tea at the Country Club on SatNoyés Dru* Store.
Norway,
lurday afternoon was given by Mrs.
Stone's Drue Store.
Postmaster,
A. L. Newton.
I Edward T. Brown, and was one of the
Ruckfleld,
Mr*, liarlow. Post Office.
l'art* Hill.
pleasant occasions of tbe season.
White.
T.
Samuel
West I'arls,
A sub.-crip'ion paper to aid in paying
I the expense of painting the Baptist
I parsonage is in tbe hands of Loren B.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Merrill and be requests that any who
I desire to give something will see bim
Dress I'p Your Team.
it during tbe present week.
Stores.

ATWOOD

&

•pending the week

SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
Pari· HUI.

FORBES,

—

—

a

speedy

recovery.

The Ladies' Aid of the Methodiet
church held their annual fair Wednesday
afternoon, and in the evening "The
Packing of the Miaaionary Barrel" waa

given in

an

entertaining

Buckfleld.
Planting 8ugar Can·.
In a bulietiii of the Pan-American
Mr·. J. E. Warren la at home from tbe
Μη. Mary Η. DatUand two children.
Central Maine General Hoapltal mnob onion on cane sugar In the America·
Roth and Dexter, of îiew York, h»
improved In bealfcb.
It la stated that sugar cane is planted,
been recent guert. of Dr. and Μη.
Ο. E. Waite returned Monday from a not sown A small piece of the cane,
v.···
Un. Dtvli was a *ery οββτ
visit with bis daughter, Mr>. Erneet
friend of their deoeased
long enough to luclude two or tbree of
of Freeport.
Myrtle Tate. Wheeler, and h« kindly Oonld
the rings, or*nodes, is laid lengthwise,
alxand
men
Several of the G. A. R.
remembered them for many year· with a
or stuck in a slanting direction, along
S.
of
V.,
of
Warren
teen member·
Camp,
of the
attended the meeting of the Sumner Vet- a furrow which runs the length
Swett °f
the primîtive
Wedsections
Sumner
Eut
In
some
at
field.
Association
eran·'
guest of ber elster, Mre. A. D. ^
will meet here fashion of planting In holea is still emMr· WilHam Cookaon of Lewleton nesday. The Association
th. (»n.r.l olh,r oou.l. next year.
ployed. When the trench Is planted
Rev. J. M. Beane and wife have been the
Frank D. Small, and remained with the
pieces of cane are lightly covered
Kingfleld for a week.
earth. In a few weeks they show
with
family and other friend· here during the In Rev.
Paris
spoko
C. G. Miller of South
*
above the ground, the germ
growth
Frank L. Willie and Vernon E. EUlng- at Odd Fellowa' Hall Monday evening.
at
the rings having begun to
buds
Stella
Miss
and
C. T. Bowen, Jr.,
wood who are both at the Ceotral Maine
of friends at ehoot out In the form of youug cane,
were kindly remem- Bowen have been guests
Storer Cole took Mr. the ring having at the same time
bered by tbelr many friend· here wud St. Albans, Vt.
Bowen1· place at the station during his thrown out rootlets into the soil. The
abienoe.
*■
parallel trenches are made far enough
Mildred Richards of Hartford has been | apart, say at least three feet, to enCoburn attended the
week.
this
of
Rachel Emery
tbe guest
Conference at East Hebron last *««·
able the workers when the wide
Mis· Mabel Lamb has been with
Mrs. Morton Clark and two an·lAr
spreading canes are getting ripe to go
week.
this
friends
Lewiston
nold and Harlan Washburn of Liberty
at tbe hotel, between the rows and remove the dyis
back
Lena
Mies
Kelley
and
Mre.
Mr.
are gueete of her parente,
and Mies Alice Lucas, who has been ing leaves which burden the ripening
L
there through tbe summer, bas gone I1 cane, thereby enabling the naked cane
of
eh°wer
thnnder
the
heavy
During
West Purl·.

Bethel.

manner.

A heavy thunder shower passed over
Bethel Wednesday afternoon.
Friday, as Eben S. Kilborn and party
were riding at Locke's Mills, the steering
a part of the
gear of the auto broke and
wheels went Into the river. Fortunately
none of the party were lujunsd.
ΕΙα·
Saturday morning Mrs. William
ridge and family left Bethel, having
spent three weeks with Mrs. Eldrldge's
mother, Mrs. A. M. Clark.
Mrs. Ada Baker baa been the guest of
Mise Hattie Foster for a few day·.
Miss Fanny Carter of Portland wae the
week-end guest of her mother, Mrs.
Ella Carter.
Stephen Rich and Ernest Bisbee took
atrip to Mount Washington, over the
mountain trails.
Miss Muriel Park is the guest of her
friend, Miss Thereee Metcalf, in Farm·

dtuK^r. ^

yeMrî.TEzra

'jthe

tottiind

GeneraTHoepltal,

'rsA'S'·»1.'?·
Wednesday lightning

ι

I
■trDlc|LbuJlÎl°?i
.Woodstock,

of Eeko Pulkkinen of SoQth
burning the entire set of hnlldlnge. together with two pig· and a calf. Th »
farm was formerly owned bylfrancl·
Hammond, and later by Caleb MorrUL
There was a partial Insurance of $1400

home.
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Luot went to Kennebunk Friday, where they will visit

MIDDLE IXTEBVALE.

New Fall Merchandise

remedy for toothache, bruises, sprains,
neck, baokache, neuralgia, rheumatism, and for moat emergencies. One
stiff

25o. bottle of Sloan's Liniment does it
all—this because these ailment* are

symptôme, not diseases, and are cauaed
by congestion and inflammation. If
you donbt, aak thoee who uae Sloan'*
Liniment, or better still, buy a 25c.
bottle and prove it. All druggists.

We Invite Attention to

ForamllJ, easy action of the bowela, trv
Bcgulcte, a modern laxative. 86c at all

β

An

Woodbury
Cemetery

Our Universe.

f&V^ctablM^tul°farm

J£ ^b°tt.

t&St
S*?rult-R.

8Ur»ri^»!Xo^·. Mann^a-ieVne

4th fee0nl
iaMrry8 L.nî; °μΤ
A.ChnrehlIl.Mrs.MlWred

Datoprïîucti—Mr»·
(„?8toyneP M«^

Kroeit

TGrain

h°Frankliartlett,

ij

^George

;j

H®

I

I
11

.........................

11

Laleat

ildav.
I

11
11

I Mrs.'Mary
I

I

I

II
I

I

I
I

I

I

]

I
I

I
I

"Ellsworth

I

I

ful

J

way.
In common between two widely separated regions of the universe. But, as
a matter of fact, science shows unity
in the whole structure and diversity

to

our

to stay.

new

limits to Its distance we may yet conI3s
fidently say thut it is bounded."

NEW FALL COATS
Are here, made of mixtures and all the other
and

David B. Woodbury,

to a

contemplated change

WASH DRESSES, final clearance of some broken lots
and sizes, about twenty-five of these dresses, your
choice at just Half-Price.

I

THIN WAISTS white and colored at greatly reduced
prices; the $£.oo waists now 69 cents, the $1.50
waists now 98c, the $1.95 waists at $1.37, etc.

Learn to

Keep the Kidney· Well.

The kidneys bave a big work to do.
All the blood in the body Is coursing
after.
through the kidneys constantly to be
While u man himself is so excited all freed of poisonous matter. It is a
task when tbe kidneys are
th.» time that he nearly loses his Job— heavy enough
Indlanapollg well, but a cold, chill, fever or some
ar.,1 doesn't realize it
thoughtless exposure is likely to irritate,
Star.
inflame and congeat tbe kidneys and Inthe purifying work.
terrupt
Navy That Croieed a Mountain.
Then tbe aching frequently begins,
In 1439, when the Venetians were al and is often accompanied by some irwar with the Milanese they brought
regularity of tbe urine—too frequent pashalf a dozen war galleys with twenty Rages, sediment or retention. Thousands
five smaller craft up the Adige rlvei testify to tbe wonderful merit of Doan's
Kidney Pills, a remedy for tbe kidneys
as fur as Mori, some miles above Ala
tbat bas been used In kidney
flieu came a feat which reminds uf only,
troubles 50 years. Tou will make no
of the Turk's extraordinary achieve
It
mistake In following this advice.
ment fourteen years later at Coustan
comes from a resident of this locality:
and
of
rollers
2.00C
means
tlnople. By
S. C. Foster, barber, Main St., Norway,
men the Venetians hauled these shli*
Me., says: "I was troubled by kidney
up to the mountain saddle and lowered complaint some years ago and I got
them on the other side to the Lake ol Doan's Kidney Pills at Stone'a Drug
"It was a task of fourteec Store. A couple of boxes gave me relief."
Garda.
THREE YEARS LATER, Mr. Foster
duys," says J. J. Stoddurd, "and
Pills now and
use Doan'e

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

t\l by their imported galleys, vanquish
ed their opponents and gained posses
sion of the lake."—London Chronicle.

The Ideal Soup Kettle.
One of" the woeful aspects of sout
making in the pre-enameled ware days
was the cleansing of the heavy iror

kettle, for washing

a

kettle big enougl

to hold a shin bone of beef with trim

mlngs

was no

Joke.

Today, however,

one can

St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

He Taught Him.
Yells from the nursery brought tht
mother, who found the baby gleefully
pulling small Billy's curls.
"Never mind, darling," she comforted. "Baby doesn't know how It hurts."
Half an hour later wild shrieks from
the baby made her run again to the

firms and corporations will not carry accounts
Reserve Banks, but the benefits of the
Federal
the
with
act are to be received by them through the member Banks
with which they may have
which this Bank is

Individuals,

(of
dealings.

of necessity conits
served its own resources to protect
depositors and borBank are so
member
of
each
resources
now
the
rowers,
that there is no further
co ordinated and centralized
for such action, their resources being placed in a

TO LET.

necessity

fund, so to speak, for the benefit of the whole.
The fact that this Bank is a member of the Federal Recan
serve Bank of Boston is one of many reasons why we
in your money
serve you effectively and satisfactorily
affairs.

Five-room cottage house, with bath,
on Wheeler Street, South Paris.

common

DENNIS PIKE REAL
ESTATE AGENCY,

Maine.

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

CImsm* ted beutifl*· the halt
Promote· t luxuriant frowth.
Merer Fall» to Beator· Orajl
Hair to It* Youthful Color.
Prerenta hair failli
34-87

FOUND.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
«

Money Now

You Can Save Some Clothes

"Why, Billy," she cried. "What U
the matter with the baby?"
"Nothing, muzzer," said Billy calmly,
Harper's
"only now he knows?'
Weekly.

This is the time of year when you

—

clothes for very little money.

Injured Innocence.

Irnte Parent—What do you mean by
holding Willie Jones down in the mud
and skinning his nose?
Young Culprit—It wasn't my fault he
got his old nose skinned. The mud
where I had him was soft, but he kept
wriggling around and hit his beak on
rock.—Richmond

MAINE.

NORWAY.

Purse containing money. Owner may
have it by proving property and paying
At atore of A.
for this advertisement.
34-35
E. Sburtleff Co., South Paris.

nursery.

a

one)

Heretofore, in times of stress, each Bahk

Ν. Y.

Norway,

we

don't like to have the

"

buy; "

Tim· Required.
"How long doee it take you to go

summer

increasing

are

Many

and

the best clothes made.

are

always

made

a

good

regular prices.

the value by

prices.

buy good

suits here when

the money is in them at the

Now we're

can

It's our clean up time ;

Our Suits

the fall goods arrive.

Times-Dispatch.

reducing the

by

fishing?"

"Well, If you consider the time I actually fish it takes only a few hours.

But If you count In the time I consume
waiting for conditions to be Just right
and arranging for bait it takes several
weeks."—Washington Star.
Swelled.
Mr. Woggs—I'm through with Bump.
I told him we are going to name our
baby after some great personage and
asked him for a suggestion.
Mrs.

are

good, reliable makers.

The rest

are

made by

All sizes at present.

Woggs—What did he say? Mr. Woggs
—Ho said, "Name it after oura."—Bos-

ton Journal.

Suite that sold from
Catty.

"Pa suggested that in conducting our
club paper, each should take a department with which she was most familiar."
"Then, dear, wouldn't you like to
hnve charge of Its make-up?"—Baltimore American.
Valuation.
"You say that dog has a

"Yes."

pedigree?"

Two In One.

Suspicious Policeman (at

Where He Wimt 8low.
Boss (to new boy)—You're the slowest youngster we've ever had. Aren't
you quick at any time? Boy—Yes, sir.
Nobody can get tired as quick as I can.
—Boston Transcript
Self control, however difficult at lint;
becomes step by step easier and more

delightful

to

$26

are

priced

from

Mais

H. B. FOSTER CO., &K Norway, Me.

"How much is he worth?"
"Well, the dog is worth about 20
cents, but the pedigree is valued at
over a hundred dollars."—Washington
Star.

entrance to
side show)—What's that infernal racket inside? Ticket 8eller—It's only de
two headed lady dlsputln' wld each
other.—Now York Times.

$10

$7.50 to $20.
Copyright IUrtSdiafincr it

Watch Your Children

Often children do not let parents know
they are constipated. They fear Domething distasteful. They will like Rexall
Orderlies—a mild laxative that taste·
Sold only by us, 10 cents.
Chaa. H. Howard Co.

like sugar.

Auto Goggles.
A

good

assortment at

RICHARDS,
Mtt

SOUTH

the

Optician,

PARI·, MAIN·.

*

Strength of Union

The

bad. Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo,

have th<

trim enameled kettle in any size, light
yet strong, and all it needs is hot sudi
and a good rinsing to make it beauti
fully clean and sanitary. If, in add!
tlon, there is α coilander of enamelet
ware for the straining of the soup Intc
a pan to match the equipment is idea
for cleanliness, quickness and results.-

WÊt

said: I
Kidney
then and they keep my kidneys in excellent condition."
Price 50o, at all dealers. Don't simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan'e
Kidney Pills—the same tbat Mr. Foster

|34tf

MAINE

NORWAY,

—

cost an enormous sum of money, but
the result justified the boldness and ex
travagancc of the undertaking, for Ir
the following year the Venetians, aid

moderately priced.

WASH GOODS figured muslins, crepes and voiles nuitable for Kimonos, dresses, waists or wash frocks at
radical price reductions.

of

location, I offer for sale my stand at
Paris Hill. An eleven room house with
running water, bath room, etc., ell and
bile show.
stable and a nice piece of land. All in
Ills own relatives plan to give his excellent repair.
CHARLES B. ANDREWS,
wife a good talking to If she proves to
Paris Hill, Maine.
35-36
be extravagant
Ills neighbors hope that he will prove
to be α good hand at bridge and that Importance Of
Ills wife will throw as many teas as
Healthy Kidneys.

I South Pari· Headers Should

materia!-»

IN THE CLEAN-UP OF SUMMER STUFFS the
prices are often Half, and in some instances not even
Half-Price is asked.

South Paris, Maine.

Owing

new

NEW SEBGE AND SILK POPLIN DRESSES
AND ,DRESS SKIRTS.

DESIRABLE STAND FOR
SALE AT PARIS HILL.

When a Man Marrie·.
Ills bachelor friends ore about equally divided In thinking that he is a nut
or a mighty fortunate gink.
Ills wife's relatives plan to visit them
during the county fair or the automo-

tho rest of them.
Ills boss wonders how he can do It
on the salary he is getting, but does not
increase it.
Ills wife wonders why it is that a
lit.le house takes so much time to look

fashionable colors.

A Good Number of the

How are you to get there
and back home Ρ
Something of interest next
week; it will pay you to wait

vision appears as the
we cunnot set exact

of

For women and misses in attractive models. Among some
of the newest styles will he seen belted, yoke and braid
effects. The materials employed include mixtures, broadcloths, gabardines, whip cords, cheviots and serges in the

only in details.
"The universe, so far as we can see
it, is a bounded whole. It is surroundit
ed by an immense girdle of stars, for
which

AdvanceiShowing

NEW FALL SUITS

WISH.

Milky way. While

Departments

For Δ11

Doan'e
stores.

has

{Cincinnati,

........................

NOW RECEIVING

A MEDICINE CHEST FOB 26c.
In this chest yon bave an excellent

to mature faster.

agWesyt

ington.

[about

.....................

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.

relative*.
Simon Newcomb, one of the most
Supt. Whitmoraand family are at home
mathematicians, wrote:
been
have
eminent
where
from North Haven,
they
with relatives for a few weeks.
"Speaking roughly, we have reason
Schools for tbe district will all com- from the data so far available to bewith W. J. Wheeler & Co.'· Insurance
The following teachers lieve that the stars of the Milky way
mence Sept. 7.
Buckfleld:
come
Parle Grange will m*ke ftn. "* are assigned for
are situated at a distance between 100,Principal,
High School—Frederick W. Davie,
hlbife as usual at the Oxford County fair.
and 200,000,000 times the dis000,000
Haletante.
Λ
Mr-·. Wlthlngton ami MlssTeague,
The following committees have the
Grading and all work on
tance of the sun.
Grammar School—Miss Etta M. Richards ol
Brckport.
It is not even a it is
play in charge:
α chance.
not
"It
Is
Annie
Mlee
progressing: finely.
Primary—Mrs. F. W. Davis, with
Pccoratlone—Lady offloerecollection of things, each of which
Drcvloue to Whltmore, Assistant.
Arrangement» at the hall rriaay prcvuiuo
a lot NEARBY that
Qet
Murch.
Helen
North Buckfleld—Misa
came into existence its own separate
Ka«t Buckfleld—Miss Villa Calderwood.
products—Α.
can
visit WHEN YOU
could
be
Becord.
were
there
Jennie
nothing
you
las
Hill—M
If
it
South

Several from here attended the WoodOur sister,
stock centennial Aug. 18th.
Rose P. Houghtaliog, who visited her
West
at
Pari··,
brother, Dr. Packard,
attended with him and family, then came
where her
on
up to Camp Packard
Brock—Miss Mary Hall.
Prince—Mise Mabel Lamb.
daughter and family are staying for a
Whitman—Not assigned.
few weeks. She thinks this is one of
L. Camming», F. L. Wyman, Ο. B.
For Hartford:
the most beautiful of places, although
Peain Brookline,
m h θ live· in a lovely place
Line school—Mildred Sampson.
Center—Κ lien Cole.
This is more lovely to her mind.
Mass.
Farm—Tina Bonney.
Town
Her husband, Dr. R. K. Smith, will
Union—Miss Tobte.
AUdle Stone.
H. A
Canwell.
come later on for a few days.
Whiting—Miss
°Μΐβ.
Mre.C.
Bear Mountain—Lena Bussell.
Packard is there, aod be looks to be
assigned.
BU'
Tyler—Not
have
must
He
improved
about well.
Mr·. Arthur Hall was admitted to the
while in New Hampshire with his sister, b
Field, fin. AdMaine General Hospital Tuesday
Mrs. Aonie P. Osgood, where he lived
H ElUngwood, Mr.. A. B. Central
for an operation.
eight weeks and gained as they said all
an.l graesea-C. A. Churchill, C. 8. DudMrs. H. A. Murch went to
and
Mr.
of the time.
lev Λ H Tuell. Mrs. Anna White.
Quinoy, Mass., Thursday.
Ellen P. Kimball and Blanche went to
Bert Allen has laid two cement walks
Locke'· Mills Wednesday and returned
this week, one at the post office and one
Friday.
Blue
Addle
Stone.
Mrs. Mary K. Brlgge, Mrs.
at Dr. A. E. Cole's office.
Mr. and Mr·. C. L. Sanborn recently
/. L Merchant A Co.
Mining operations are now ia progress
Tbe ladies of tbe Baptist Circle held
TBAP COBNEB.
Summer Uoods.
it Mount Mica and it is hoped tbat some visited at Locke's Mills.
I
Picture Taking.
tbe vestry Friday afterAlice Carter is again witb her father,
Eldron H. Stearne Is quite poorly at a food sale at
I tourmaline pockets will be reached aud
Our \ugu*t Clearance Sale.
noon.
J. H. Carter.
I opened within the next two weeks.
î iô Re war I
The Malue Register.
Robert Farwell bought some chicks
Mise Lucy Everett left Saturday for
Recent arrivals at the Beeches are
Lost
Maine News Notes.
I Mrs. K. J. Monks, Mrs. Page, Boston, Thursday at the Maple and Pine Farm. ber school at Readfield Depot.
School Tran-j>ortatlon.
Our brother, S. Q. Packard, has sçnt
Pe-lrable Stand for Sale.
Mrs. Mary Bradbury has returned
I Maes. ; Mrs. T. R. Loomis, Mrs. Smith,
Woodbury Cemetery.
! Hartford, C>>nn ; Miss M. E. Mitchell, us a lovely picture of the graduation home from Locke'e Mille.
*r__
A section of Main Street frontage in
L. B. Turpel has bought a new MaxI Arlington, Mass.; Mr. Philip Ogden, class of hie granddaughter, Jennie Packthe village of Bucksport burned Friday
here and There.
well touring car.
0·ιίο; Mrs. Ogden, Wood- ard, who lives with him.
with a loss estimated at 175,000.
Wm. Farwell sells garden trnck and
Mrs. Emily P. Field, Mie.ee Ora and night
fords, Me ; Mrs. A. M. Hall, Newton,
Mrs. Charles Gordon Ames, poultry at Bethel village, and bas many Dori. Pield and Keith F'eM have
Rose Unold of Lewiston, 18 years
Ma«8
I
Mise
;
to
a
According
metropolitan newspaper
B. Scott, Boston, Mass.; Miss J. customer·.
turned home from Locke e Mill·.
of age, who was employed in a family
the coal oil lamp bas practically Rone Mrs. J.
nice
a
want·
to
Mrs. Violet Smith
New York; Mise L W. Donbuy
Albert Swan of East Bethel 1· visiting spending tbe summer at Essex, Mass.,
out. anil electricity ha* taken its place, A. Davis,
Bur- braided rug to take home with her to at Mrs. Emily F. Field's.
Mr. Edward
was drowned while bathing in the river
nut only in cities, but in villages and nell, Philadelphia;
one
one
Mass.
having
and Miss Burrage, Newton, Mass.; Brookline,
at that place.
Any
rural places. Go tell that to the Stand- rage
her
Pond.
for
Ga.
make
one
who
would
or
; to sell,
Bryant's
I Mrs. Charles U. Phinizy, Augusta,
ard Oil Co.!
Ernest Cormier, 25 years of age and
Miss C. R Wendell, Dover, Ν. H.; Mrs. with her own pieces of cloth furnished,
James L. Bowker is in charge of the
unmarried, who recently came from New
can le^ve word at R. F. D. 1, Box 37, I post office during the two weeks vacaI Imogen Oakley, Philadelphia.
Brunswick, while working as a lineman
A recent paragraph in the Aroostook I
She would buy antique tion of Postmaster Cole.
The Beeches pet, Dounie Dog, cele- Bethel, Maine.
in Orono Tuesday, came in contact with
In
«eseion
Republican describes a specially good Ibrated his lift h birthday, last week, furniture or dishes, or any old-fashioned
will
be
schoole
town
The
wire and was killed.
short piece of highway in Caribou, and giving his friends an opportunity for thing one hundred year· old or more—or- again September 7th. The new principal a high voltage
less. She is a middle aged, tasty lady, of the high school will be Harry Home,
of Revere, Mass., 25
says: "This well-nigh perfect highway I some very clever doggerel verse.
Sheehan
Joseph
has been brought about by the use of the
Mrs. John W. Brooks and Miss Brooks the wife of Dr. R. K. Smith, and late of Dixfleld, who ha. engaged rooms years of age, fell from the top of a car
rain
storms, lof Worcester, Mass are again speuding daughter of Mr. and Mr·. Albert Hough- in the tenement of Mrs. Edwin Andrew·. oo a freight train on which he was stealsimple split-log drag after
smoothing out alt ruts and preventing I the seaenQ at Tbe Beeches.
taling of Philadelphia.
The recent principal, Edgar P. Llneeott, ing a ride, at Scarboro, and was run over
work
road
When
holes from forming."
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Mr. and Mrs. Dion Wilson of Bostot grove in front of Mrs. E. S. Dunham'!
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closed Birch haven Thursday, and re house. Only the immediate relatives and Glentwood Bennett for help In haying.
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Tbat «u an excellent and diplomatie
of the English language employed la
the statement given ont by the International Apple Shippers' Association at
Its annnal meeting In Cblcego. II Is
officially reported that "estimates were
not made public concerning this year's
genapple crop, yet it seemed to be tbe
eral consensus of opinion tbat tbe outlook was favorable, many growers reporting anusually fine oondltions."
Coald yon beat tbat for saying nothing
bnt what tbey wanted to saj t
use
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Mrs. L. A. Dyer of Lyon, Mmi
guest of M re. Albert E. Dean.

ia a

Miae Alice J. Farrar of Boston Is a
guest at Charles H. Thayer's.
Mrs. P. E. Wheeler and Phila Hannon
are visiting relatives in
Bangor for a few

days.

Alton C. Wheeler and family with P.
E. Wheeler were at Shagg Pond over

L. Hersry of Peek*· Island
«il celled here e «reek ago bj the Illness
of her brother, Fred Lovejoy.
Mr·. C.

A. Wytnan returned Sunday
night from Old Orchard, where he nan
been employed during the summer in the
printing office of M. K. Hill.

Ralph

Services will be resumed next Sunday
at the Congregational, Baptist and UniMisses Cora and Bertha Wight have versalis churches, which have been
been visiting a few days in Portland and closed for vacation for the past few
Lewiston.
weeks.

Sunday.

TION WITH THE CASE.

Brief abstract of certain portion· of
Chapter 332, Pnblio Laws of 1915, (Medical Examinera Act) relating to duties of
divers persons, prepared especially for
the information of the public utilities of
the State.
One finding a body of a person who
may be supposed to have met his death
by violence or unlawful act, must imme-

diately notify
(1) A municipal officer, a police offiDr. Webber of Lewiston and Dr. Llt- cer, or a constable, if In a town or city.
ttefield of this place operated on Fred
An assessor, if in a plantation.
Lovejoy at his home here for appendi) If in an unorganized place, the
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He has a nurse, Miss most readily accessible of suob officials
9:55 a.m.. express, dally;
t
The opening night of the Pan-Tan citis Wednesday.
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p.m.
lily except Sunday;
Sue Reeleder of Lewiston, and Is getting in any town, city or plantation in the
P. M.. Sunday Club rooms has been postponed to TuesA.
ex:
along well.
county.
day evening, Sept. 7.
o«IJ
The person so notified shall take and
C Η ΓΚΟ HI
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Small of Dixfield
Parle and Woodstock Teachers.
retain charge of the body without rewere guests of Mr and Mrs. Chas. Duntiiooal Church, Rev. Α. Ί. Sic
With a few vacancies still unfilled, the moval until the arrival of a medical exPreaching service, 10:45 A £.. ham a few days last week.
list of teachera for the coming term, in aminer, the county attorney or the
ν
*.; Y. P. 3. C. E. 6.1)0
•enrlce 7:00 p. M. ; Church
A six-foot concrete sidewalk is being the towns of Paris and Woodstock, is as attorney general.
The person eo finding such body, or
A'e-incsday evening at 7:5ϋ p. m. built in
front of the house of A. W. follows, as furnished by Superintendent
in
are
cordially
•c connected,
the official in charge theieof, shall immeJoy:
on Pleasant Street.
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1
diately notify the most readily accessible
Teachers in Parle:
;.r> n. Rev. C. I. Spear, Pastor
ν
Miss Ethel C. Crockett will have a po- H lib Schools10:45 a. *.; Sabbath Schoo
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Alfred for the coming year.
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!n- service every Sunday at
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ing the national school for corsetieres.
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of Mrs. Harriet Wardwell
death
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Whitof
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r and Mrs. Elmer
After an illness of some months,
be closed, and according to the agreeBrackett.
"
n, Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. ment, the stores will also be closed for Faustina C., wife of John S Brown, died
Whereas, Death has taken from our
ice B. Stricklaud.
a
at her home in South Paris on Monday,
the day.
one who was dear to us, Mrs.
number
a
cancer.
to
due
was
Aug· 23. Death
M
1 Mrs. George B. Crockett visHarriet Wardwell Brackett, a charter
There will be a meeting of the Baptist Two
unbeen
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surgical operations
ited i.
md Mrs. E. A. Davis at Lewis- Woman's Mission Circle at* their vestry
member of the T. A. Roberts Woman's
dergone, but could not check the trouble. Relief
ton tw
jija last week
Corps; and whereas, ehe has
Thursday, Sept. 2, at 3 o'clock. FollowMre. Brown was the daughter of Melall the years since the organizathis there will be a business meeting
Mr. aoa Mrs. J. I). Haynes have beeD ing
vin and Frances C. Stowe, and was born through
our order been a loyal, faithful
of the Ladies' Aid.
She married tion of
r>aovilie for a part of their vacation
June 13, 1853, in Newry.
and efficient member of our Corps.
relatives during the past week.
Mrs. Lottie Abbott is suffering with a John S. Brown in 1ST9, and they lived in
be It Resolved, that while we
and Newry until 1903, when they vmoved to Therefore
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of
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hand,
poisoning
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William E. Morse
the loss of one so dear to us, we
for treat- South Paris, living for some years on a mourn
with
it
the
went
to
hospital
Tirat
George
in bis infinite love, has
recently been guests
A year or two feel that God,
ment last week, but In operation was farm south of the village.
ât Locke's Mills for a few days.
taken her to that home above to rejoin
since they purchased the house on Pleasnot deemed necessary.
the dear parents, the husband she had
'er E. Twitchell and family, with
ant Street where they have eince lived.
A rnmor that the Mason Manufactur
so recently lost and the little child who
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Twitchell,
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a
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eption
Co.'s factory was going on short
left her many years ago.
og a vacation at Falmouth Fore- ing
Paris Universalist church, and of Paris
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In that blest land to which we go, we know
Grange.
AII learn are wlpe'l away, ami sorrows ccaec,
a few days, has nothing in it, as far as
Besides her husband, she leaves three
Ami CJoil'e own haml shall guide
L. J. Brackett has returned home the Democrat is able to learn.
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at
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a
ing for throe
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pastures green, and heavenly hills of peace.
Everett D. Brown left on the 22d to erett D. and D. Grover, who have been
«
.-«he was called by the illness of her
Resolved, That we who have been
in Porto Rico for some years.
iu
of
work
teaching
his
Ponce,
resume
leaching
fai. ·:Γ.
to privileged to know the true worth of
Porto Rico. D. Grover Brown left on Everett D. Brown had had to return
•ud number of members of Taris tbe2U;b, and will return toCiedra, Porto Porto Rico shortly before his mother's our dear friend, ae we remember her
until the ready sympathy for those in sorrow, her
Attended a Held day of the grange
Bico, where he has taught for the past death, out D. Grover was here
cheerful smile, her quiet helpful ways,
home of Almon N*. Cairns laat
η
following.
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year.
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Mrs. Brown is survived by two sisters, her hospitable home and cordial welcome
T. day.
forof
Boston,
to calls
Mrs. Charles H. Gilbert
Mrs. Teresa Grover and Mrs. Susie E. at all times, her quick response
r
Κ Dennis of the Meadows,
for help, both in public and in private
merly of Canton, was the guest of her
both of South Parts.
artmoutJi, Mass., is the guest of brother, George 1. Buruham, over Sun- Chapman,
for
ministries
all, her
The funeral was held at the home life, her busy
Elder at her summer
it les Κ.
day. Mr. Burnham'e brother, J. V. Wednesday afternoon, attended by Rev. interest in our work for the corps, in
!>ere.
h
Burnham of Gilead, was also there on Chexter Gore Miller.
Burial was In the church and parish and in the temperance society, may we too give the same
Suuday.
ve couplée attended toe aance
Riverside Cemetery.
iv Opera House last Thursday
C. Β Foster of Everett, Mass., who loving, cheerful, and helpful ministries
Ε. Μ. Thayer and family uave moved
The next dance will be held into their new house on Brook Street, has a summer home in Newrv, was here to those in need of them.
t'v emng, Sept. 10.
Resolved, That to the daughter and
h
just completed. The house is of eight to attend the funeral.
family and to the large circle of relatives
rooms and batb, hard wood floors below
une Hall and Miss Hat tie BurMrs. Paulina F. Soper.
and friends we extend our deepest
and bard pine on the second floor, and
d quests of Mies Eunice W.
After an illness of only a day, and sympathy in their sorrow.
r cottage on Pennesseewassee
fully modern.
Resolved, That our charter be draped
which did not appear critical until near
; the past week.
Karely dues the thermometer get so the end, Μιβ. Paulina F. Soper died at in black for thirty days, and that these
it
did
as
in
line
the
August
danger
C. Tolman has been spend- near
her home in South Parle Thursday even- resolutions be placed upon our records,
week with her brother and both Friday and Saturday mornings, and ing.
She was 72 years of age in April that tbey be published In the Oxford
There were
Mrs. Carl Jean Tolman, at we had scares both nights.
Democrat, and that copies be sent to the
of the present year.
indeed little traces of frost both mornr home at Winthrop.
Mrs. Soper was the daughter of Aaron family and friends.
Hall of T. A. Roberts Woman's Relief
ings, but nothing killing.
aud Martha (Foster) Dunn, and was born
Alton I. Delan > have rewhere Corps, No. 72, Aug. 21, 1015.
Mrs. Sarah J. Fuller, who has been in the house where she died, and
from
Ό Whitman, Mass
Caroline E. Carman,
with Mr. and Mrs. a large part of her life, though not all
spent with Mrs. Delano's spending the summer
Nellie S. Hawkes,
H. R. Carter, returned to ber home in of it, was spent. When a young woman,
tud Mrs. Ε M. Thayer.
Hattie Francis,
for
Fairfield Saturday. She was accom- she worked In the mills in Lewiston
Committee on Resolutions.
Mrs. Irving O. Barrows reMaster Robert Carter who will some time, and there she married Albert
by
panied
in
> idSt week from their visit
Soper. Later she and her children revisit friends there for a week.
Norway Schools.
turned to South Pari·.
tts, and Mr. Barrows has reRobert Patenon and family left Saturwork in the Paris Trust Co.
Norway High School will open MonShe leaves a daughter, Jennie Soper,
day by automobile for a ten days' trip to and a son, George H. Soper, who has day, Sept. 13, with the followiDg
was the recent
r 'thy Wilbur
There is teachers:
Lynn, Mass., and other places. Mr. Patlived at the old home.
f 1er aunt, Mrs. E. L. Greene, erson's father, Robert Paterson, who always
also a granddaughter, Elinor Soper,
Principal—P. K. Hathaway.
*
r ruuther, Mrs. Perley Robinson
Crandlemlre.
has been here through the summer, goes
daughter of George H. Soper, who has Sub-Principal—Hallburton
Manner, was away on her wed- to visit another sou in Toronto.
Englleh—Florence A. Rldeout.
since
been cared for by her grandmother
Marlon
Latin—F.
Lougee.
dit.- trip.
since.
Commercial—Edith M. Knight.
The South Paris ball team went to her mother's death some years
ι· here of the Seneca Club will
The common schools of Norway will
North Bridgtou Friday afternoon and Mrs. Soper has one sister, Mrs. Henry
1'
amed this Mooday evening by
commence on September 20th with the
the team from Long Lake Lodge, VV Whitman of Buckfield.
played
ν E. Cole
and Mrs. Stanley M
The funeral was held at 2 o'clock following teachers:
the latter winning by a score of y to 3.
■τ, with Mrs. Cole at William J. Klain, who
for South Paris, had Sunday at the Methodist church, atNinth tirade—Helen R. Cole.
pitched
W eier's.
tended by Rev. C. I. Spear. Mrs. Soper
Eighth tirade— Dora F. tioldrup.
an off day, giving passe·* to eight men.
Seveuth tirade—Lola D. Smith.
was a member of the Methodist church.
aod Mrs. J. A. Noyes went to
Sixth tirade—Emma J. Young.
Another out of door dance will be held Burial was in the family lot in Riverside
Fltfh tirade— Arlettle M. Richardson.
Island Thursday to close the on the lawn of Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Fourth tirade—Mary L. Whlttredge.
Maine cottage for the season. Holmes on the evening of Labor Day, Cemetery.
Third tirade—Tessa R. Tblbodeau.
V yes has had general charge of the
\
Upper Primary—tiertrude Gardner.
Mrs. Albion S- Richards.
Sept. Gth. Shaw and Newton will furMi idle Primary—Elizabeth O. Lasselle.
h -e this summer.
nish music. It is hoped every one will
Mrs. Hannah E.f wife of Albion S.
Lower Primary—Mildred J. Holmes.
Price as
a good tlmo.
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of
come
Norway
in
their
home
Lake—Chrystal B. Harrtman.
at
Paris,
Margaret Wilbur, formerly
Richards, died
Norway Center—Winlfrel I. McKeen.
usual.
t
t ice, who has been for some months
about three miles and a half east of
Swift'» Corner—Beryl Knlgbt.
from tubercua
Noble's Corner—Marlon Noble.
Sumner, was married there on
E. A. Dudley, who has had a long ill- South Paris, on Tuesday,
Crockett Ridge—Ruth Holgate.
t:
»th met. to Perley Robinson of that ness at his home on Elm 11 ill, was in the losis, at a little less than 73 years of age.
Chapel—Ora Howe.
>.
I
They will reside at Mr. Robin- village last week for the first time in Mrs. Richards wa* the daughter of Ruel
Pierce—Edith ti. MllleU.
»
s old home.
Holt—Eleanor F. Kneeland.
When he was taken sick and Ruth (Kempton) Coffren, and was
some months.
C. L. Delano.
Sodom—Mrs.
aud at one time his born in Weld. Mr. and Mrs. Richards
Music and Drawing—Anna M. Mealand.
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present
of
store
*
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in
work
weight
mer's
for the past few years have lived on the
Fire Damage at Qilead.
'·'
ght, and has spent the past few days weighs 115, and is gaining.
farm in Paris. Mrs. Richards leaves beThe fine home of Mrs. J. W. Bennett
Weatbrook. He goes soon to Deer
Mrs. A E. Littlefield and daughter sides hor husband, a brother and a sisat Gilead wa? badly damaged by lire
I ■·, where he is principal of the high
Verna, of Portland, were guest* last ter. The funeral was held Wednesday,
»
tool for the coming year.
Friday. The fire started around a new
week for a few days of Mrs. Littlefield'® attended
and
burial
I.
Rev.
C.
Spear,
by
chimney in the kitchen. Mrs. Bennett
Mr. Ferwas in a cemetery in Buckfield.
V new cash register has been put in at sister, Mrs. Geo. C. Fernald.
went to the train with some friends, and
E. Fernald of Ellsdrug store of the Chas. H. Howard nald's father, Frank
few minâtes' abon her return after a
The worth, is now a guest there. Mrs. FerResignation of Miss Baker.
(
in exchange for the old one.
sence found the tire breaking out over
the same as the nald and Miss Mildred Fernald, who
ν register is about
H
Miss Jennie P. Baker, who for years the
dining room mantel. Men fought
been there, returned Saturday to has been prominently connected with
<
except that it is operated by a ο elec- have
for a number of hours before the fire was
tr
the Thomas Smiley store, Norway, has eubdued.
motor iuatead of a crank turned by Ellsworth.
The dining room and kitchen
hand power.
Advertised letter»and cards in South much to the regret of many concerned were badly damaged, and it was necesresigned her position.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Lovejoy of South Paris post office Aug. 30:
sary to cut holes in the roof to get at the
Miss Baker was local manager for fire. The house had
state fair at
Mrs. V. E. Kinney.
recently been re:« start Sept. 2 for the
as
a
known
is
several years, and
widely
Mrs. J. B. Jackson.
decorated.
<> *'on.
They take with them as
and
courteous
Mrs. Lena 3. Herrlck.
efficient
most reliable,
rs, Mr. and M re. Clayton Lovejoy,
Marlon (J Phillips.
Killed In the Oxford Mill.
business woman. She has felt because
V
A<M1e K. Kuller.
Annie Wbeeler and Mrs. Jessie
of numberless cares connected with the
Nellie l>a»U.
Caught in a wheel while at work in the
v.
Mr. and Mrs. Lovej >y have run
business that a change was beat, and wood room of the Oxford paper mill at
Margaret C lark.
ting house for sixteen years, and
Carl Ttrrell.
first of all will take a good rest, but we Rumford Tuesday, Âdam Machalis was
them
Dumts.
who
Leon
friends
patronize
•>any
are sure one as energetic and capable as almost
J. S. Goodwin.
instantly killed, being badly mantl
i£h the fair.
she will, as soon as rested, lake a re- gled. Macbulis was 32 years of age, and
J. A. KlMltKT, P. M.
the
P. C. Tribou entertained
sponsible place in the business world, came from Russia about tlx years ago,
η
>h<>rhood children, ten of them, at
A bicycle rider on the sidewalk near where her countless friends wish to see having been In Rumford about three
Lake
!·
Pleasant
on
her and are confident she will fill a large years. He leaves a widow in Russia,
Pennesseewassee
F.
Evane
the residence of I.
ttage on
: Wednesday, and they bad the time Street ran into a boy one day last week.
and a sister in Lewiston.
place.
The guests were Leo The boy, whose name the Democrat was
their lives.
Hall
at
Town
Rumford.
Will Build
Increase in Wages.
W
Eioise Shaw, not able to learn, is said to belong in
.a, Raymond Shaw,
II
At a town meeting held in Rumford on
With the first of September an Inorease
ry Howard, Kolaod Howard, Henry Norway, and is about twelve year» old.
I'lummer, Philip Plummer, Priscilla He was considerably hurt, and it is re- the 21st, the sum of 930,000 was author- of wag's goes Into effect at the Oxford
that ized raised by loan as an additional apI ι-*, Ronald Simpeon and Carlton Gray.
paper mill in Rumford, amounting to δ
ported without definite authority
This it is said will mean an
were broken. Riders, both older propriation toward the construction of a per cent.
ί" ward (I. Besse of Portland was in two ribs
bave been getting a little municipal building and court bouse. increase in the payroll of about 145,000
f *'i the first
of the week delivering the and younger,
at
a
former
about riding on the sidewalks, The appropriation made
yearly.
it
ι ensable Maine Register to sub- "sassy"
the result of this affair, a fresh meeting was $45,000, but this was found
*
Card of Thanks.
bers.
This book, starting as a small and aa
the
In
addition
the
to
insufficient.
notices
to
be
against
bunch of warning
π muai of 370
pages in 1870, has grown
We wish to extend our thanks for the
the seleotmen. amount raised by the town, ^tbe county
i' si/4 and meiit with each succeed- habit have been put up by
of Oxford is required to contribute the assistance and sympathy given u§ in
>' ^
year, until the present edition gives
There will be a trap-shoot on Labor sum of $25,000, which makes a total of our trouble and bereavement, especially
as
a I., ok of 1070 pages, every page filled
farm
beginning
to the members of the grange, and
Day at the Parsons'
$100,000 available for the building.
* ·.'·
information concerning the State hood as poeeible after dinner. There will
By the terms of the legislative act, for neighbors old and new, also for the
Maine. Mr. Grenville M. Donbam of probably be three evente with prize· for
the sum provided the county is to have beautiful flowers.
1' it land has compiled the book annually the highest score. In the forenoon there
John 8. Brown and Family.
use of the necessary parts of
f°r over forty yeais and 'he edition of will be a rifle shoot at 100 yards, also an perpetual
for tbe terms of court now
the
building
to a ν shows the result of bis careful event in which a moving deer target will
Rev. Mr. Swift of East Hebron tenheld at Rumford, without charge.
first
w rk in
dered his resignation on Sunday to take
every page. It is a book which be used. Prizes will be given for
will
afThere
n" man
effect immediately. Mr. Swift has acMelville Crocker Kimball.
and second highest score·.
doing business in Maine can
who
ohorch and
ford to be without.
be a small entrance fee. Those
Crooker Kimball died at his cepted a call from Canton
Melville
bl· labors Sept. 12.
in the morning should bring a pic132 Sommer Street, Maiden, Mass., will begin
Tho Pan Tans had a second business come
home,
Rifle shoot
dinner and stay all day.
Mr. Kimball was
on Tuesday, Aug. 24.
noetiog at their ball last week and made nic
Any » native of Bethel, ibis county, and was WORMS CAUSE MANY CHILDREN'S
will begin about half-past nine.
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calibre
.22
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born oa Nov. 16, 1340, being the son of
ready elected but not reported correctly. rifle
Worms, by thousands, rob the obiid
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of the*· pleasant oandy lozenges, taken
that of an automobile,
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Mr*. A. D. Park, Mr·.
leisurely over tb« mediately preceding hla decease. For as directed, kill and remove the worms,
"I't Pauley. Mr·. L. E. Bwi, Mi». Fred woman, which jogged
weel qaite a long time he was a leather
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depot crossing just
regulate your chlld'a bowels and restore
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I that
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see about
Noyes
to-day.
dyeing house. F. H. Noyea Co.
few tel.
»
v:s6

a.

g)

«

■

■

I

train by only

rvj

$25 Reward!

NORWAY.

Violent or Accidental Death.
Misa Sue Thompson of Bamford has
been a guest of MIm Jail· P. Morton for
» few deja.
DUTIES TO BE PEBFOBMED 15 CONNEC-

Tbl· Monday evening there will be a
meeting of the people of Chrlat Cbarch
to consider the advisability of holding
Rt. Rev.
•ervloee tbroagb the winter.
Robert Codman, Bishop of Maine, will
preach in the ohnrch Wednesday evening, Sept. 1. The service la at 7:30. All
are Invited.
The Imperial Male Minatrele, looai
amateurs, will abow at the Opera Hooae
Thursday evening, Sept. 2.
Miaa Lona Noble of the Maine Eye and
Bar Infirmary In Portland la apendlng a
two weeka' vacation with frienda and
relativea.

During Wednesday afternoon's shower
the large elm tree In the yard of the
Cat hollo rectory on Paria 8treet waa
struck by lightning, and a atrip of bark
was torn from It.
Dr. B. F. Bradbury baa ahlpped bia
household goods to Togus, and begins
bis engagement as resident surgeon there
the first of September.
Mrs. A. A. Keene and Mra. Fred Lovejoy attended the meeting of the Gray
High School alamnl at Gray Tuesday.
Mra. R. L. Powera and Miss Lillian
Powers spent a few days at Cumberland
Foreside last week, and will go from
there to attend the millinery openings in
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. V. W. Sills ebtertained
a party of friends at their home Tuesday
evening in honor of the thirty-third anniversary of their marriage.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Tnell of West
Sumner, who formerly lived in Norway,
will return here and live with Mrs. W.
W. Twombly.
The Masons of the town will have a
at Fred Smith's cottage on the
picnic

lake Labor Day.
At a recent meeting of the board of
management of the publio library, a list
of books presented by the book committee was accepted, and they will be purOther purchases authorized
chased.
were a set of Underwood <& Underwood
view» of scenes in the United States, and
a standard history of the United States.
The lawn party of St. Catherine's
Church, held at the rectory grounds
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings, was

For eridenoe trading to tbo arrest and
conviotlon of the peraon who, at some
time last winter or spring, committed
the penitentiary offense of breaking and
entering the oat buildings of Old Briok
on Paris Hill and stealing the following
articles: One bit stock and set of bits;
one steel plane; one monkey wrenob
marked K. ; one all-steel cbisel; one try
rqaare; one iron doable block small
taokle, and otber property. The breaking and entering was done by a person

Transportation

MERLIN C.

fectly

in

keeping.

of valu· to Bniineu and Proof
any other Reference Book

Bide.

it· kind.

PUBLISHED

JOY, Superintendent,
South Paris.

ANNUALLY SINCE 1870

Price, $2.00 Postpaid

FOR BACKACHE KIDMEYS ANO BLADDER

Grenville M. Donham

LOST.

PUBLISHER

A wallet containing sum of money
in Market Square, South Paris.
Finder please leave at post olfice.

35

390

SHIRT WAISTS FOR 79c. Special value, white ground with as-

silk dot,
waist for

35 38

styles

of the

season.

We have

see

them.

We

are

all sizes

Drees Goods.
Muslins,

Clean-up

5 1-2C.
12 i-2c Figured Lace Cloth, Clean7c.
up Price
Price

of Chic cloth,.Cham-

styles

Figund

ioc.

lace cloth and

15c
( 2

Figured Crepe, Clean-up

Price

Ginghams, Clein-up

Price

i-2c

IOC.

9e·

Maine

Norway,

YOU.

FOR

READY
Come in and

IN

HATS ARE

95c, LADIES'COATS FOR $4.98, this
season's styles, some were $15 00.

for

and ι.75.

the latest ideas.

OUR NEW

BEACH
PALM
TWO $9 50
SUITS, Clean-up Price $3.98.

Ginghams all
for
one-half
sale
into
go
price.
Dres«es now for $1.49, 2 25, 2 49

changes from the

previous

$3.98,

Dresses
bray,

at

TWO $6.50 NATURAL LINEN
SUITS, Clean-up Price 98c.

Ladies1 Wash

Several

some

Just

in any one style, only 95c for the>e
washable silk waist».

Not many days before you will be laying aside the Straw Hat. Then you
will need a NEW FALL HAT. Each
some

styles marked down,

think you can
half-price.
buy dresses for 25c, 37c, 49c, 75c.

79c.

and

JAP .SILK WAISTS
several styles, but not

New Fall Hats!
finds

exceptionally

an

Children's Dresses.

and white Several
gor d

stripe,

sorted colored

$1.95 that were $2.98
best quality silk.

anxious to show you.

The affair waa a sur-

to Miss Pike.
H.
Mrs. Ε Ε. Andrews and Mrs. L
Cushman entertained the Thimble Club
Tuesday at Bass Island.
Services will be resumed next Sunday
at the Congregational and Univeraalist
churches, which have been closed for the
in the season. We think
summer vacation.
assortment this
We have a
Charles Frank Partridge, a native of
neat m dest
but
you will like them. Not loud flashy patterns
Norway, died at a sanatorium in Clifton
ParMr.
20th.
on
the
N.
to
T.,
colors that will
Springe,
you.
fridge was born at Norway Lake Sept.
had
been
he
For
1858.
25,
many years
engaged in the manufacture of laats in
Rochester, Ν. Y., being president of the
Empire Last Works, and bad been sucHe was married in 1880 to
cessful.
of Ed V. Price & Co. Custom Clothes
600
.Josephine M. Chamberlain of South
Paris, who survives him, as doea his aged
to show you.
mother, Mrs. Cynthia Partridge of Norway Lake. His father, Charles W. Partridge, died some years since.
George W. Moholland and family have
returned to their home in Medford,
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Barker and son
Edwin of Auburn are visiting her father,
Otto Schnucr.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard D. Smith are
visiting the family of their daughter,
Mrs. Lester W. Home, in Falrhaven,
Mass.
Receipts from the recent tag day for
the benefit of the high school gymnasium
are said to be about $123.
Twelve new benches have been placed
in Witberell Park.
Recent guests at Mrs. Susan Cragin's
have been her son, Dr. Charles Cragin of
IS SURELY A SUCCESS. IT IS THE BEST SALE WE
Portland, and wife, and her niece, Miss
HAVE EVER HAD, AND WE HAVE MANY SPLENDID
Josephine Cragin, principal of Vaughan
Street School, Portland.
BARGAINS LEFT. Below are a few of them :
At the recent reunion of the class of
M.
at
Lee
assortment of them.
1890, Norway High School,
Men's Gun Metal Oxfords and there is a
Smith s camp, the Green Dragon, on
rubber
both leather and
sole, now
The $4.00
Fore Street, eleven of the twenty living
for 2.95
members of the class were present, and Men's Russia Calf Oxfords, leather and rubber sole, $4 00
the wives and husbands brought the atfor
00
2.50
Calf
Button
Russia
Oxfords,
grade
tendance up to 16. Of the 24 members Men's
2.co
of the class, 4 have died, 17 have mar- Women's Russia Calf Button and Lace Boots, $4.00 grade for
ried, there have been 21 children born to Women's White Canvas Button Boots,
for
1.50
grade
$2.50
them, and there is one grandchild.
for...
1.35
Bert Frost is to go to farming at the
$2.00
1.00
Hodgdon farm which he recently bought,
for
near Charles Gammon's on the Harrison
1.00
for....
shoes
and
on
$2.00
house
Women's
hia
in
rent
lots
will
sell
or
Odd
Oxfords,
$2.50
road, and
2.00
for
Bridge Street.
and $3.00
Women's Russia Calf Oxfords,
Miss Ruth Smith ia apendlng her vacareceding toe, kidney heel,
tion from Vivian M. Akers' studio in Women's Gun Metal Button
2.00
Vermont and Canada.
for

prise

$4.98.

MAINE

—-BLUE STORES

season

Skirts.

ONE LOT 98c WAISTS, includWOOL DRESS SKIRTS for $i .49.
ing several styles.
In this lot are skirts that were
Clean-up Price, 49c.

MESS ALINE SILK WAISTS for

Congre·· Street

PORTLAND.

Ladies* Dress

Shirt Waists.

fttalonal Men of Maine than

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

very successful.
A farewell party was given

at F. P.
Stone's by Mrs. Carl E. Stone, Misa Florence A. Rideout and Miss Beatrice Stone,
to Miss Maud E. Pike, who is about to
leave to take a position at the head of
the music department in Brevard InstiThe evening was
tute, North Carolina.
arranged as spent in a trip to Norfolk by
boat, and all appointments were per-

It contain· more information

Bids wanted for transportation of
scholars on routes in Paris and
Woodstock. Submit at once to

35-36

Odd Lots Must Go and Will
Go at These Prices.

ISSUED AUGUST let

W. W. KIMBALL.

School

EDITION

1915*10

possessed of meohanlcal skill.

85

Summer Goods

Register

Maine

Up of

A Final Clean

The

New Fall Suits.
early

good

appeal

and
Picture Making

good

ie

Suits $5 to $22.

positive

we can

8T™°8

Our

August

please you.

$4

grade
$1.75 grade

$3.00 grade

$3.00,
$3.50
Evangeline

a

pictorial

show you

us

record of the interesting

happenings

our

in

regard

picture

to each

for you,

or we

own

$27.50

Autographic

in your fiims and

bring
your

new

to

Each.

you take. After
will have them

we

supplies
printing.

will sell you the

developing

and

keep the exact data
the pictures are taken,
developed and printed

Kodak, you

can

necessiry for you to do

We will grive a demonstration of developing
films in the Kodak Film Tank, Wednesday
Evening, September 1st, at eight o'clock.
Come and see how it is done.

Chas H Hoiuard Co
S ion.'

The

Maine

South Paris

grade

We have many more bargains which we have not mentioned. Our
avoid
to
care
draughts, expos- clearance sales are always successful for we have what we advertise. The
Using
sudden changes, and taking a
ure,
Once marked down they stay
are sold.
treatment of Dr. King's New Discovery, sale will continue until the goods
will positively relieve, and in time will down.
and anything not satisfactory
orders
all
mail
We pay postage on
surely rid you of your cough. The first
be
refunded.
will
and
money
dose soothes the irritation, checks your can be returned
cu.ugh, which stops in a short time. Dr.
MONDAY AND SATURDAY EVENINGS
OPEN
STORE
King's New Disoovery has been used
Closes Other Nights at 6 :i5·
successfully for 45 years and it guaranteed to cure you.
Money back if It
ALL
WE CLOSE
DAY, LABOR DAY, MONDAY, SEPT. 6
fails. Get a bottle from your druggist:
it costs only a little and will help you so
YOUR COUGH CAN BE STOPPED

With the

$3-95

grade

Let

$1.00

NORWAY.

good

fascinating

CAMERAS, KODAKS,
BROWNIES and PREMOS.

Clearance Sale

grade,

provides

It also

of jour life.

F. H. Noyes Co.

SOUTH PARIS,

a

pastime.

Samples

We feel

Taking

Picture

Up Your Team for the Fairs

Dress

It is time to get your stock ready for fairs. Tou
will find BRUSHES, CARDS AND CURRY
COMBS, FLY NETS AND FLY BLANKETS,
HARNESS SOAPS, OILS AND DRESSINGS at

The Tucker Harness Store,
James N. Favor,

91

STREET,

IN/IAIN

Proprietor,

NORWAY, MAINE.

much.

CONSTIPATION CAUSES MOST ILLS
Accumulated waste in your thirty feet
of bowels causes

absorption

tends to produce fevers,

of

poisons,
diges-

upsets

You belch gas, feel stuffy, irritable, almost cranky. It isn't you—it's
your condition. Eliminate this poisonous
waste by taking one or two Dr. King's
New Life Pills to-night. Enjoy a full,
free bowel movement in the morning—
you feel so grateful. Get an original
bottle, containing 30 pills, from your
druggist to-day for 25o.
tion.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.

THE TIME TO BUY

0ΡΕΒΛ HOUSE BLOCK, NOBWAY, MAINE
.Telephone 38-2

Is when

the threshold of the new season we
> the new line of footwear
for Fall and Winter. The lines consist of all that is
leathers and trimnew and chic in new

32 years.
In Andover, Aug. 10, Mr·. Aaenath, wife ol
Lester Poor, aged M years.
In Hiram, Aug. 24, Reuben 8. Moulton, aged

Λ Hlngbam, Mass., Aug. 28. John D. Long
ac«d7V year·.

styles,

coming

direct from the

Douglas

factories.

Rfgal

EASTMAN & ANDREWS
CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS

31 Market

a

In Rochester, N. T., Ang SI, Charles Frank
Partridge, aged 68 years.
In Rumford, Aug. 24, Adam Maohulls, aged

The leaders

$3.00 to $6.00.

In South

In Paris, Aug 31. Infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Oltver E. Lawrence, aged one-half hour.
In Paris, Aug. 24, Mrs. Hannah E., wife ol
Albion 8. Richards, aged 72 years.
In South Paris, Aug. 28, Mrs. Faustina C.,
wife of John 8. Brown, aged 82 years.
In Sooth Paris, Aug.28, Mrs. Paulina F. Soper,
aged 72 yean.
In Ml'ton Plantation, Aug. 25, Alton E. Coffin,
aged 60 years.
In Lovell, Aug. IS, William H. Kenlston, aged
68 years.
In Rumford, Aug.12,Mrs. Flora E. Elliott,aged
06 yttri.
Γη North Lovell, Ang. η, Elden McA Ulster.

mings.

Prices range from

Bora.

Died.

over

The larger factories makbe
ing Men's Hne shres in the world We will
pleased to show you.

For any Itching skin trouble, piles, ecsema,
salt rheum, hives, Itch, scald head, herpes, «cables, Doan's Ointment Is highly recommended.
60c a box at all stores.

In Paris, Aug. 28, by W. L. Gray, Esq., Mr.
Gny Stowell Culbert of South Pans and Miss
Gladys McKay of Norway.
In East 8umner. Aug. 19, by Rev. J. N. At wood,
Mr. Perley Robinson and Mrs. Margaret B.
Wilbur, both of East Sumner.
In Hebron. Aug. 24, Dr. E. C. Hlgglna of
Phillips and Miss Uazel Donbam of Hebron.
In Mllbrlilge, Aug. 18, Mr. Esca Al en Mains,
of Portsmouth, N. H., formerly of Norway, and
Miss Muriel Young of Mtlbrtdge.

crossing

and

For baby's croup, Willie's dally cuts and
bruises, mamma's sore throat, Grandma's lameness,—I)r. Thomas' Eclectic OH—the household
remedy. 25c and 50c.

Married.

else wants to sell, hence your
But in
are plentiful here.

must call your attention t

Heavy. Impure blood makes a muddy, pimply
complexion, headaches, nausea. Indigestion.
Thin blood makes you weak, pale and sickly.
For pure blood, sound digestion, use Burdock
Bloou Bitters. $1.00 at all stores.

Pails, Aug. 22, to the wife of Harry
Dudley, daughter.
In South Farts, Aug. 23, to the wife of Joshua
W. S. Colby, a daughter.
In Paris, Aug. 23, to the wife of George Lnnt,
a son, Wilbur Fish.
In South Paris, Aug. 24, to the wife of John
George Hlckey, a son.
In Paris, A ug. 21, to the wife of Oliver E. Lawrence, a daughter.
In Locke's Mills, Aug. 21, to the wife of Dennis Swan, a daughter.
In Locke's ΜΙΠβ, Aug. 26, to the wife of R- A.
King, a daughter, Helen Lucille.
In Rumford, Aug. 21, to the wife of Nathan D.
▲ken. aeon.
In Frvegurg, Aug. 14, to the wife of Archie
D. Weeks, a daughter, Eleanor Frances.
In Lovell, Aug. 12, to the wife of Bev. M. O.
Baltzer, a daughter.

some one

buying opportunities

South Paris

Square,

We have

a

Full Line of

GLASS JARS !
An account with

us

Of All the

is protec-

tion against these four enemies

We pay 2 per cent interest on check account 0! $500 and over,
hundreds. Interest credited to yonr account last of every.'month.

on even

Savings Department Connected with
BRANCH BANK AT BUCKFIELÎD, MAINE.

FarisTrust Company
MAINE

SOUTH PARIS

CASTORIA F.lifuUndMili.
Til KM Yd Han Aim! Bmgbt

Lightning

Safety

Double

Leading Makes.
2 qt

Qt

Pt 1-2 pt

.95

.85 .75

$1.15 .95 .85 .80

at

Valve.,

Safety

1.10

.85 .75

We have rubber rings for all sizes of Jars
and Economy Jar Covers.
We also have Stone Jars in all sizes from
1

gallon

to 35

gallons.

Ν. OAYTON BOLSTER CO.,
*

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

"CTSTISS? ΜΪΛηΚϊίί?
Pari»,
Co LU κ»· Oxford Democrat. South

The Elastic Leg o* Lamb.

M·

I
For the sake of enoonraglng thrift,
will pass this oo, although in acknowlthe
edging the liberties I took withlambnether extremity of this particular
not
kin, I trnat his accusing spirit may
haunt me.
We keep no
We are four in family.
servant. The leg of lamb in question
weighed 6 1-2 pounds and eost 91.43.
The first night at dinner it was served

freehly roasted.

The Steel Lined

"SPEED SHELLS··

•w

F or Velocity and Accuracy
Sportsmen

sport bat they

willing

arc
want

to

take their chances of

certainty in their àhelb.

Get the Remington-Γ MC "Arrow" and "Nitro Club"
—the steel line·! "Speed Shells."
force of the
The steel linim; tri pi the pouter —puts all the
about
explosion back of the shot. Shorter lead, les» «uess-work
ones."
the
"fast
to
«et
angles—easier
RemingtomMirk
of
Go to the dealer who showthe Red Hall
Ui/C—he can fix you up rinhL
680
and
dealer
home
Sold by your
other leading merchants in Maine
Remirietnn AxmS-Ul ion Metallic

Belgrade

Cartridge Co.

City

Line

Outing Shoes

For Men, Women and Children.

Best Vacation Shoe in the World.

Frothingham,

0.

W.

Maine.

South Paris,

(M 1(111

LllcXJÔ

icAÛl Utjj

TELEURAPHT
BISIXES»
VA DiVMPVT IV ΑΠΥΆΜΓΡ hus been the policy of this lnstltutton for thirty
an
ΛΙΙΊϋΙι I lil ΛΙ* »
years. We wognlze the purchaser's right to
Do not
itioii of the gooite. and a te^t of tiilr qeattty MM payment Is required.
1
wait for a more convenient season—It will never come
SIIOKTIIWI»

Al'(il>TA

2941

ltV\«.OH

POHTLA.M»

Ready!
To make a "batch"
of old-fashioned, whole-

some, home-made bread, a
nice light cake and perhaps a
pie or two—the kind of good livthat makes the family smile.

ing

All from WilliamTell and all
always good because this is
the all 'round flour that keeps
the cook in a good humor.
—

Extra nutritious and goes
farther—a secret of Ohio Red
Winter Wheat and the special
in
process of milling yours only

(29)

William Tell Flour
STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,
South Paris.

p/BMsnc

High grade and
Economical

$1.60,-1.90,-2.25

per square

SOLD ONLY BY

RoofinG

S. P. Maxim & Son
Maine

South Paris,

Pittsburgh

Perfect Fence
THE BEST WIRE

FENCE MADE!

At

a

very low

price

we

have bought

a

full

car

load of the

PITTSBURGH PERFECT FENCE
which

we

shall receive before May 1st.

This is

an

electric

welded fence and has stood the test for years. It costs no
barbed wire fence which so many

more than the inhuman

times injures your stock.
Stock fence runs from 32 inches to 68 inches in height,

poultry fence in
Remember
and shall make

any

we

height

desired.

bought very low by taking
price accordingly.

a

full

car

load

our

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST FENCE IN THE WORLD.

A.

WALKER & SON,

W.

SOUTH

CASTORIA

PARIS,

For Infants and Children.

lb Kill Yd Hift Ahms Bmtkt

MAINE.

Bears tne

Signature
of

Climbing

Thai Last

WOMAN PIONEER OF THE 8IEBBA CLUB

DESCRIBES

Real Estate for Sale.

Mother Remember·.
Terttabto Tophet! If ib· returned later
suit case,
A ball bedroom, a battered
and my vision of her «tory wa» found
washstand, plasnot to be so bad aa might have been α single bed, a cheap
Ma «77—21 scree. IS acre· tillage, smooth early crop land.7 acre· to pine, uO cor<li pine boit»
walls, lonellnew
6 room·, stable, tie-op for 4 bead, 2 bone stalls, beet of water, only two ml!ej
expected ehe might let me down with ter falling from tbe
dwelling' 11-S atoriea,
Price 11100.
irons
and—
Norway.
comparative ease.
A1 hay, fro voun*. thrifty ai.bi·
Mo 887-106 acre·. SO acre· smooth, level tillage, cut· SO ton*
A post card from mother!
A perusal of the page proofs took
hemlock: splendid f story dwelling, large «table an.l barn, Lu
for- trees. ·1300 worth of pine and
Almost
Huh!
of
tbe beat offering on uUr iU,
One
convenience.
rural
all
Your birthday!·
away all hope. My.endlng of the story
pr»aaare water service, fine locality,
Price only $3000. 1-2 down.
was not at all borne out by the circum- got
No.Wft—175acre·,cut· 100 lone hay. ONLY TWO MILR8 FROM R. R. TOWN; £>·,«»
has 11 nice room», Li&rr;
stances.
Funny that mother didn't forget.
Every one of forty-nine of
PINK THtHER. many corda of hardwood, paature ior 40 bead ; dwelling
a
Isn't
It
with
reasons
she
forget
bristled
54x100
up-to-date with all conveniences, running spring water service to all bull'llc*». Tu, ν υΜ
the fifty chapters
No-o,
dldn'J
1-2
down.
at
$60<i0,
rare
only
offering
of our lacsat acquisitions and a
why my denouement could not have mother's way.
been possible. 1, the author, the firm,
What, weeping? Let 'em come, boy.
PIKE
AGENCY,
THE DENNIS
Nevertheless the Tears more manly were never shed.
would be ruined.
am
Maine.
Issue must go as it was. The story
Save the card. It's sacred. Twenty NOHWAY,
;
;
had been advertised for issue on a cer- years from now you'll weep over It
tain date and must be In the bands of again and thank Ood for the chance.
the dealers at that time.
Say a prayer for Its sender, tbe best
When I took up the first criticism mother a fellow ever had*
It happened
on the story 1 trembled.
And then sit down and write—well,

!■ June Snow·.

AN

EARLY

YOSEMITE

TRAMP.

the
(Virion Randall Parson·, Treasurer of
Club.)
In Jane, Yosemite Valley la at the very
height of IU beauty. The deciduous
tree· are In new leaf, maplea and dog·
wood In tenderest, brightest green, oak·
red
tipped with paatel sbaaea of pink andaxain prophecy of their aatnmn glory,
a
meadowa
leas In foil bloom, and the
rippling maaa of exquisite graas brightened with flowere. In June, too, the rivers
are at their hlgheat and the falls in wildeat beauty while the faat melting enow
atlll Ilea deep In the upper foreata and
on the higher mountain alopea.
After a week or more In the valley,
following the better known tralla, getting
muscles in oonditlon again after cltybound days, we were anxious toaee what
spring waa like in the snowy upper

Chapter

Sierra

The second night, cold and sliced.
The third night, from a part of wh*t
hash
remained, I made a well-seasoned
with cold boiled potatoes and green pephash of any kind,
pers. Before lifting
of
I pour over It several tablespoonfuls
richness. country.
Accordingly, aa pack ancream which gives an agreeable
imale were nut to be obtained for love or
If tastefully dished and garolsbed, even
we prepared to make paok anhash can be made a good substitute for money,
imale of ouraeivea, and knapsack over to
meat.
on the southThe fourth day I had occasion to be Mount Clark (11,509 feet)
hour and, western boundary of the park, the most
away from home at the lunch
of the Merced group.
in leaving a picnic lunch in the ice box prominent peak
There were four of us in the party, two
for the children, I used several slices for
two women, and we planned to
sandwiches. I then divested the bone of men and
with a comfortable
the remainder, cutting the meat in be out two nights
a third nigh', if
raw potato and margiD of provisions for
with
enough
squares
and that
onion to make the dedred quantity. This necessary. Bacon, hardtack,
made up
I put in a casserole with boiling water blessing to mountatoeers, soup,
or tomato io the bulk of opr commissary, reenforced,
left
stock
over)
soup
(or any
simmer un- however, by raisins, chocolate, dried
aoy measure liked, letting it
and cheese. Our
til potatoes were quite tender. Then set fruit, beans, spaghetti,
I made a personal outfits, of course, were reduced
away to cool. At dinner time
bak- to bare essentials. A sleeping bag.
crust, as for pie, covering top and
about eight pounds, a-eweater,
ing thirty minutes In hot oven, serving aweighing of
hose, toothbrush, hairbrush,
change
from casserole at table.
and a tiny roll
With the bones, I put a tablespoonful towel, a box of matches,
would about complete
of barley, an onion cut fine, or any other of adhesive tape
the list. Tin buckets, a small frying pan,
soup vegetable one may have at band,
comseasoning well, I covered same with cold and a tin cup and spooo apiece
water, and let simmer for several hours, prised the camp equipment.
serving hot, in cups, before the casserole
SHABK.ALIKE WITH THE MEN.
dish.
We women who "knapsack" pride our
43
of
91
an
represented
Thus
outlay
selves on being ablo to do our share, so,
the meat dish for four people, at four
while we do not pretend to carry such
and
broth
the
of
to
dinners,
say nothing
heavy packs as the men, we carry our
sandwiches.
own outfits and a part, at least, of the
With the regulation green vegetables
general commissary supple». Short-skirtor salad and dessert, every one was
ed, fl tnnel-sbirted, with hobnailed boots
sufficiently fed, with the cut included.
to the knee and "shocking bad bats," we
areas easy in our own clothing and.as
Seasonable Recipes.
regardless of wind or weather as tho men
themselves.
It was rather hard for us to nerve our·
WATERMELON COCKTAIL.
Helves to meet the stares and queries of
met along the valley trail
Cut a chilled watermelon in slices the tourists we
All the
about three-fourths of an inch thick; over which our trip must begin.
up to Little Yosemite we were beset
pick out the seeds, then with small cut- way
with questions—Where were we going?
ler stamp out shapes, and use to fill longhard work?
stemmed glasses, sprinkle about a tea- Didn't we find it very
Wouldn't we get lost? Weren't we
of
eifted
confectioner's
sugar
spoonful
Serve at afraid of getting sunburned? We had an
over the melon in each glass.
inclination to slink shamefacedly by
the beginning of luncheon or dinner.
these proper looking folk.
PEA-AXD SPINACH
GREEK
OF
CREAM
In Little Yosemite we made a camp
SOUP.
beside the smoothly flowing Merced, and
after lunch set out on a ramble up toward
Cook one cup of green peas (a littie
the base of Half Dome. Up the Clouds
old for use as a vegetable) uutil tender
Rest trail we climbed, and then pushed
as possible, and the water is well evapthe forest to the brink of Tenaya
orated, then press at once, while hot, through a
gorge almost as deep aa Yosethrough a sieve. Carefully wash, drain Canyoo,
mite Valley itself, inacceasible to all but
and cook half a peck of spinach, then
hardiest mountaineers. The great
Melt one- the
prees this through a sieve.
more than 2,000 feet deep, lay at
fourth a cup of butter; in it cook one- chasm,
Half Dome towered 'majesticour feet.
of
a
fl
of
fourth a cup
teaspoonful
jur,
against the sky, and still farther we
salt, and half a teaspoonful of black pep- ally
see tho shadowed cliffs of El Cap-,
could
per; then add one quart of milk, and stir itan and the Cathedral Rocks.
until boiling; stir in the spinach and pea
A BUCK IN VELVET.
puree, two cups of hot cream and more
Cut thin
salt and popper, if needed.
on bis ramble elected
My
companion
slices of bread, freed of crusts, in lialf- 10 climb Clouds Rest before returning to
little
inch square*; shake them in a
camp, ho I made my way back to Little
melted butter, and let brown delicately Yoeemite ali<ne. Near the foot of the
in the oven, shaking often to color evenirail, in a glorinu* little mountain meadly. Serve a spoonful of croutons on the ow, I surprised a beautiful buck, the
of
of
each
soup.
plate
top
largest I ever saw in the Sierra. His
borne were in velvet, and be stood so
CLAM CHOWDER
near me that I could see tbe quick, nervPour a cnp of cold water over a quart ous movement of bis nostrils as be
of clams, pick over and rinse in .the watched me. For two or three minute»
water, then drain; strain all the liquid we stood there regarding one another.
from the clame through double cheese- Then, with a nonchalant wag of bis funny
cloth, and heat to the boiling point. little tail, beturued and made off through
Separate the bard part of the clams from be woods, as hurriedly and indifferently
'hat which in softer, and chop the hard as if
I, too, had been a woodland creature
part tine. Cut two or three ounces of Pernaps I looked it. After his departure
fat salt pork in tiny bits, and let cook I examined the meadow
more^ closely.
until the fat is drawn out; add an onion, It was a little
gem of its kind* sloping
cut in shreds, and stir and cook until yel- from a ledge of granite that was covered
Add one cup of with
lowed and softened.
gnarled and crooked junipers. At
boiling water, and let simmer ten or fif- the first glimpse I thought it an unI'are and slice enough broken sheet of tbe tinieet blossoms ot
teen minutes.
potatoes to make one quart; cover with yellow m'mulu*, but, on kneeling down,
boiling water, and let boil five minutée; 11 species of flowers revealed themselves,
drain, rinse in cold water, and drain all the daintiest and most delicate of
again. Tut the potatoes and chopped their kind—yellow violets, white forgetclams in a saucepan, in alternate layers, me-nots,
gllias, wh'te saxifrage, and tbe
«train over them the Pquid from the smallest
pink pea 1 have ever seen.
onion and pork, pressing out all the
A knapsacker's camp 1b a simple afI quid possible, then add three cups of fair—a bed of
pine needles, a few stones
boiling water, cover and let cook until rolled together to make a iireplace, a pile
the potatoes are tender; add the soft part of firewood
gathered together; and there
of the clams, one quart of thin white is home.
5 o'clock next morning we
By
sauce, made with milk (one-fourth cup, were astir. As our energetic leader busieach, of butter aud flour, one teaspoon- ed himself with the breakfast fire, a doe
ful of salt and half a teaspoonful of came out of the woods and stood motionblack pepper), and the strained clam less for a
long minute watching bim bejuice. Let heat to the boiling point; fore she quietly stole away.
draw to s cooler part of the range, beat
Where one's possessions are so few,
in two or three tablespoonfuls of butter,
washing dishes and packing is a matter
in little bits, and setve without delay.
of scant ceremony. In less than an hour
for the trail, or for the
we were ready
HALIBUT, Tl'KKISU STYLE.
march, rather, as we expected to leave
Peel a small, mild onion, cut io thin, trails behind us and strike acrose
country
even slices, and dispose on the bottom of
to the base of Mount Clark.
Over
an earthen or agate baking dish.
1IOT ROCKS TO WABM COLD BEDS
the onion lay a slice of halibut, cut about
one inch thick; sprinkle over a slice of
We held it to be but a tribute to our
Remove the skill as mountaineers, however, when we
fat salt pork, cut in bite.
skin from three tomatoes, cut the toma- found an old sheep trail following tbe
toes in quarters, and set above the fish; rolling forest east of Mount Starr King,
between the tomatoes dispose a green through Starr King Meaâow, and out
pepper, cut in slices half an inch wide. near the crest of a granite ridge near
Set the fish on a grate in the oven to Clark Fork. Here we left it behind and
Before the struck across tbe open oountry, over
cook the onion and tomato.
shape of the vegetables is Injured, re- ridge after ridge, across stream after
move to the floor of the oven, baste with stream, until we came to tbe northerly
melted butter, and let cook, in all, about fork of Gray Creek, where we made a
twenty minutes. Serve from the baking camp. W«j had reached the altitude of
diab.
8,500 feet, and snowdrifts lay deep all
about as. But firewood was abundant
HALIBUT A LA AUB0KE.
and our little nook among tbe tall firs
If you have no serving dish in which a promised every comfort that a knapsack
fish may be cooked, flatten the edge of a er ueed expect.
In default of extra bedding we took
tin cracker-box cover; brush it thoroughly with butter, and set it under the fish bot rocks to bed with us.
The night passed comfortably and we
in the cooking dish.
When the fish is
done, li't the tin with a spatula and gen- were up at dawn ready for the assault on
tly pu»h the fish from it to the serving Mount Clark, confident also of success.
dish. Uave a slice cut two inches thick ; As we climbed tbe snow lay even deeper
pour over it a little hot cream, let bake about us. Tbe forest of fir and moun
about half au hour in a moderate oven, tain pine gave way to tbe hardier whitebasting three or four times with bot bark pine, tbe tree of timber-line. Up
cream or the liquid in the pan.
Dispose to the top of the ridge it crept, at tbe
on a platter.
Sift over it the yolks of top a mere ehrub, bent and twisted be
two bard caoked eggs, and set rings of neatb tbe winter's weight of snow.
As we climbed, our horizon to the south
the white of egg around the edge. Cut
the eggs in sUces, then remove the yolks and west widened. We were looking
for sifting. Use the liquid in the pan across thevalley of tbe Illilouette toward
with milk or fish stock in making a tbe snowy divide separating us from tbe
South Fork of the Merced where lies
white sauce to serve with, the fish.
Wawona and tbe splended Mari posa grove
STEW
IRISH
IN EARTHEN CASSEROLE. of
sequoias. Yosemite Valley was but a
Have two pounds of chop* from the blue rift in the forest with only ita great
best end of a neck of mutton, trimmed domes. Half Dome, Sentinel Dome, and
of all fat. Have pared and sliced about Stair King, rising into any prominence.
Far different was our view to eastward
two quarts of potatoes and six onions of
medium size. Pot a layer of potatoes from tbe crest. Our ridge ended on tbe
and onlcns at the bottom of the casse- east in an abrupt precipice. Through
role, ard sprinkle with salt and pepper; a broken "chimney" or windowlike
above set a layer of meat, then vege- aperture in tbe rocks, we looked down
tables, seasoned as before, until all are 500 feet into a great snow field filling all
need. Pour in boiling water or broth to the eastern basin, and beyond this lay tbe
come nearly to the top of the last layer. cleft of the Merced Canyon, and, still
Cover and let cook gently on the top of beyond, tbe magnifioent snowy peaks of
the range or in the oven about three the summit crest, Lyell, MoLure, Ritter,
Dana, a host of others, all above 13'000
hours.
feet, all shining and gleaming In tbe bril
liant snnshine with a radiance that
BREADED VEAL CUTLETS.
seemed to belong to this world
Cut veal steak into pieces for serving, hardly
roll io cracker crumbs, then dip in an
COMPENSATED DISAPPOINTMENT.
egg, beaten and mixed with half a cap of
Well for ns that this glorious vision
milk, and again roll or pat in cracker was compensation for all tbe many miles
to
cover
crumbs,
comple'ely. Cook bit* we bad climbed, for we got no farther
of fat salt pork in an iron frying pan that
day—and Clark atlll remain· unoonuntil
the fat is well tried quered. For we had anticipated tbe
very slowly
in
cook
the
this
veal
until
ou';
prepared
season for mountain climbing by a fortbrown on one side, then turn to brown
night or more, and tbe slope that should
the 3ther side. Use plenty of fat, and have offered an
easy rock climb to tbe
do not cook the pork or voal too fast; the simmit was now a
precipitous wall of
vea should be an amber shade when fintreacherous snow. We bad no rope, no
ished; remove the veal to a white-lined ioe axe, not even a knife with which we
saucepan of such size that each piece of might bave cut steps, and the Icy edge
veal has plenty of room on the bottom of where rock and snow met
proved an Inthe dish; poor in hot, well-seasoned to- vincible barrier to the summit.
mato pure« (cooked tomatoes pressed
Up and .down the ridge we prowled,
through a sieve), and broth of water to over every ledge, Into every chimney,
surround the meat, but not to cover it;
only to admit oaraelves defeated In the
cover the saucepan, and let cook, barely end.
simmering, about one hour. Carefully
For an hour or more we remained upcooked, the breading will not start from on the ridge feasting oar eye· on the
the veal.
marvelous panorama—ι hundred mile·
of anowy range, a magnifioent alpine
BAKED SWEET POTATOES AND BACON.
region, the greater part of which la now
Bake either aweet potatoes or yams, almoat inaccessible, soon to be opened to
after scrubbing them well. When nearly travel by the oonstrnctlon of the-John
tender, remove from the oven on a fork, Muir Trail.
After luocheoo In camp a 15-mile walk
and carefully take off the akin; with two
wooden toothpicks fasten a slice of bacon back still lay ahead of aa. Our defeat
around eaob, set the potatoealn a baking lay lightly npon us, for many mountain
pan, and return to the oven for about summits have been oura In the past, and
ten minutes, or until the bacon is cooked, we bad bad, after all, the Inspiration and
when the potatoes should also be cooked. uplift of the glorions upper region·.
{
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Detective Story

Wae Finished

By

"FARM WAGONS

F. A. NITCHEL

"Hello!"
"Well?"

The
last chapter of that detective story la

MILLETT,

A

M

to be one of those that to us who know write Just the kind of letter she's been
mean that the writer had not time to waiting to receive from her boy.—
read the book. It spoke of Miss Qulg- Cleveland Press.
I
ley's marvelous ingenuity, etc.
BRAKEMAN WAS CURED
groaned. Marvelous ingenuity! Just

"Are you Mr. MacKinnon 7*
"Yes. What Is It?"
"I'm Ilayden, composing room.

F. A. Wootsey, Jacksonville, Texas,
wait till some fifteen dollar a week unwrite·: "I wan down with kidney trouble
derstrapper bas read the book attenand rheumatism; bad a backache all
tively.
"Yes."
tbe time snd wm tired of living. I
The next criticism I read was more took Foley Kidney Pills and was thor"Great Scott! What are we to do?
writ
Connelly read It, and I sent up the definite. It spoke of the story as the oughly cured." Thousands have
Kidney Pill·
manuscript Just as I received It from most subtle of all Miss Quigley's won- ten similar letters. Foley
are tonic In effect and act promptly.—A
him. You say It Is a detective story?" derful plans. The critic was reminded
E. Shortleff Co., 8. Paris.
That's what the title Indi- of the stories of eminent detective
"Yes.
story writdrs who left purposely a
cates."
"Now, Harold," said tbe teacher, "If
Here was a beautiful situation. A shadow of doubt in the reader's mind there were 11 sheep Id a Held and six
detective story with the last chapter Just what was intended. The story of jumped over the fence, bow many would
the denoue- there be left?"
missing! Connelly was the only per- "Hie Lady and the Tiger,"
I ment of which was left to the reader, "None," replied Harold.
son connected with the office who bad
as a moat successful effort
"Why, there would be some left," said
read it, and he had gone away. I or- was cited
the teacher.
in this line of work.
for
the
made
mining
a
search
dered
"No, ma'am, there wouldn't," persistAn idea popped Into my brain. Turnchapter without success. Nothing reed the boy. "Yon msy know arithmetic,
the
I
I
dictated
to
stenographer.
to
lng
my
called
I
author.
mained but the
but you don't know sheepl"
which I sent to a trade
the telephone operator, "Give me No. following item,
COMMON SUMMER AILMENTS
TWO
devoted
book
news:
I
to
paper
2078 Penfleld."
I The "Gem of Qood Hope," by Alice Thousands of bay fever and asthma
It seemed an hour, though It was
I Qulgley, 1β α new departure In detective victims who are not able to go to tbe
but forty seconds, before I heard a β tory writing.
After ably leading the mountains And relief In Foley's Honey
answered:
voice
woman's
a
I reader through a number of Incident*, and Tar Compound. It allays the inflamclick, and
each
to
calculated
uuggeet a theory, the
"Well?"
soothes and heals raw and rasp
I writer with consummate ekiy brings the mation,
bronchial tubes and helps to over"Is this Miss Quigley?"
I
story to un end upon α theory not at all ing
"This is Miss Qulgley'e home, but I In harmony with the facts laid down, come d.(Realty in breathing, and makes
E.
she's ifbt here. She sailed thia morn- I leaving the reader to form any theory sound, refreshing sleep possible.—A.
Sburtleff Co., S. Paris.
I that he can fft to the narrative.
ing for Japan."
The groan I gave was doubtless audi- I Having secured the publication of
A minister reported to one of his
ble to the woman on the other end of this item In one paper, I took meas- church officials that he was unable to
a
the wire, for she asked if anything ures to have it copied by others. It support his family on a salary of $300
"Money,
In reply I asked her was nul long before many of those year. The official exclaimed:
was the matter.
it Miss Quigley had left any manuscripts or parts of manuscripts with
her. The reply was that before leav-

the authoress had burned every
a descrap of paper she had except
tective story In the hands of her publishers. I groaned again and bung up
the receiver without even thanking

ing

the person for her information.
There was nothing for it but to read
the story and write the last chapter

Just think—make an ending
to a detective story, a detective story
written by a· woman famed for weaving plots that no human being but herself could unravel! I must first wnde
through a labyrinth of Incidents intended to throw the reader off the
track, my head at the same time being
full of other rç utters. Connelly attended to such vWrk, and I knew little or
nothing about it He had gone into
hiding to escape a legal summons and
With
no one but himself knew where.
the authoress In the middle of the biggest ocean on eurth, there was no respite for me. I took up the telephone

myself.

receiver again.
"Send me the manuscript of that deThere's been
tective story at once.
Home confounded carelessness somewhere, and whoever is to blame will

get his head taken off!"
The latter part of this message was
superfluous. It was merely a blowing

The
manuscript cnme down, and, placing it
on the desk at one side, the rest being
covered with an infinite variety of

off of the mad that was in mo.

matter,

proofs

principally galley proofs,

page

and everything else that can
from printers to distress an ed
itor. I turned to the first chapter and
began to skim, for I had altogether too
much to occupy me to give the matter
come

While reading
undivided attention.
the first chapter I gave orders concerning the making of pictures, the buying
of supplies, the turning down of subI eulogized for
mitted manuscripts.
having offended suffragists, antl-suffragists, prohibitionists and wlneblb
bers.
1

nu vu

givuii

inis

imui luuuuu

ir

who read the book had heard that it
was Intended for a puzzle to be worked out Ly the reader. The consequence
was that every reader perused the
pages with the utmost attention in order that he might be the better able
to form the correct theory.
As soon as this view of the case was
spread abroad the sales of The Gem
I
of Good Hope" rapidly increased.

I
I
I
I

I

seriously

meditated offering a prize for

I the person who should give the correct
I Interpretation to the story. I would

have done so, but since it would
name anything that
would conform to the facts as laid
down I did not see how any one could
win the prize. This, of course, would

surely

I be

lmposlble to

I reiuct

I Ushers.

on

the

integrity

of the pub-

! Fortunately before Miss Qulgley reI turned from her trip her book had had

I an enormous
I a newspaper

sale. I saw a notice In
of her arrival and fortiwith a number of checks
to make a defense when
me.
She came in with
and so choked with crlinmo that she could not ut-

fied myself
with which
she visited
eyes aflame
inations for
ter them. I took advantage of the delay to hand her a $5,000 check. She
took It without looking at it and, hav-

I
I
I

I
I

ing found her voice, fired a volley. To
this I replied with a $10,000 check.
This check she glanced at, and It proShe was beginning
duced an effect.
again when I fired a big gun at her
This
loaded wiih $15,000 shrapnel.
staggered her, and she looked at all

I
I

the checks I had given her.
"What does this mean?" she asked.
"It means," I said, "that your lrtsl
and greatest work has had a phenom

I

I enal

I

No such literary financial
sale.
has been attained in years
Sit down. Miss Qulgley, and I will tell
you how it came about."
I Rave her the story
And I (lid.
much as I have told It here. W hen I
success

I
I
I

required some time for
satisfy herself that she had met
with r. ,iiece of good fortune Instead of
had finished It

he.· to

I the

barbarous treatment she had sup

epectlng the Interruptions attending I posed.
my reading of the first chapter simply I Her

for a sample of the rest When I finished all of the story I possessed I
knew no more about the plan on which
It was written than of the last chapter
But I lad formed some Idea of what
might possibly be thrown in to worry
the reader—It certainly worried meand I went over it all again, this tline
to get a comprehensive view, and the

Rut

result
satisfactory.
to who stole the watermelon—it wâs
either a watermelon or a sapphire as
big ae a watermelon—I had not the
However, since
faintest conception.
there must be a conclusion I selected
from α number of Intended mlsleaders
one that I thought would be the easiest
to make fit the conditions. This done,
I locked my desk and weut home to
was more

as

dinner.
At 9 o'clock I sat down to write the
last chapter of "The Gem of Good
Hope." My work consisted in fitting
my denouement to the rest of the story. or, rather, in fitting the rest of the
Whoever
itory to my denouement.
has tried to work out; one of those pur-

iles in which there is always one
piece which cannot be made to fit in
its proper place will understand the
nerve racking task in which I was en-

gaged.

Just as I had come to believe
that I was meeting with some success
I sraelled smoke and heard a commotion below.
Running downstairs, I found an Incipient fire in the kitchen back of the
range and set about putting It out.
Some one had turned in an alarm, and

In a few minutes the clanging fire enwere pulling up before the door.

gines

The house was filled with firemen,
small boys, water and smoke. Fortunately the disturbance did not last
long, but after it was all over and I
returned to my

literary

labors I was

obliged to listen to the sounds of the
crowd attracted by the noisy firemen.
It was 2 o'clock in the morning before I finished writing the last chapter
of "The Gem of Good Hope" and,
throwing myself if.to bed, tried to
sleep. But 1 was tortured by a fear
that I had left something unconnected
that would, make the story ridiculous.
However, I managed to jjet four hours'
slumber and, after a hasty breakfast
went to the office with the manuscript

next story she drew with the
Intention of lea vine the reader to guess
the outcome. It proved a falluie.

Cleverness of Beavers.
Some beaver dams, if built by human
beings, woukl be styled fonts of engineering. They are by no uioans locatEach site is carefully
ed haphazard.

selected aud each dam
purpose that

accomplishes

a

If reasoned out
in advance. Trees are felled with a
nicety that can l>e duplicated only by
And the beaver
skilled woodsmen.
does not limit his tree cutting to sai>lings. In the Adirondack* the animals
have been known to cut down trees
twenty inches and more in diameter.
They prefer yellow birch and poplar,
though they will cat any tree that
eeems necessary to thair purpose. The
dams are built of alder sticks, mud
seems as

wa§ quite likely

§

Weaver Pianos,

AMBITIOUS YOUNG MES AND WOMEN who want to succeed

moat of which they are
mean· of increased earning power.

Mall

City

MAINE STEAMSHIP LIN
Steamthlt)» Northland :ιη<1 North >tir
Franklin wharf. Portland, Tuesday, Τ
Also Mon
ami Saturday at β. M p. m.
a. m. for Ne# York.
ΒΟΝΤΟ.Ύ ΑΛ'Ο PORTL(M) Τ.ΙΛ

That
That will fit.
If in need send
safe.
with size.

Get

one

are

perfectly!

fifteen cents
by next mail.

WM. C. LEAVITT

CO.,

Norway, Maine.
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TOLMAN

SI.
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Edison Diamond Disc

Pythian Block, South Paris, Me.

For Sale!
South Paris Hearse

"How does It happen," said the teach·
to tbe new pupil, "that your name ii
Allen and
your mother's name ii
Brown?"
"Well," explained the small boy, after
a moment's thought, "you see, she marer

Less Than ONE-HALF Vie

and I didn't."

We have

CITBOLAX

i

CITROLAX

sed in

our

all in fine

«our stom-

and sluggish bowels,
sick headache almost at once,

a

hearse which has been

village for some few years,
shape, nice double lim-

ners, all in extra
to

satisfactory
thorough
flushlog—no pain, no nausea. Keepi
wholeand
sweet
your system cleansed,
and

good repair. Apply

C. W. BOVVKER,

A. F.
L. A.

Shurt-

GOLDSMITH,
BROOKS,

Assessors of South Paris

Village Corporation

30tf

Do Net Gripe

We have a pleasant laxative that will
do juj* what you want it to do.

jtexaRft (9tdet£ietty

We sell thousands of them and we
havo never sren a better rcrrcdy for the
bowels. 8old only by us, 10 cents.
Chas. H. Howard Co.

A White House Fete.
I know nothing more impressive in
its dignity, more complete in its way,
than the White House en fete. It embodies all our best tradition of hospitality and cordiality—of perfection
Then there is
without ostentation.

DR. AUSTIN TENNEY

Brick, Cement,

House

Concrete Blocks,

on

that

Furnishings

A handsomely Illustrated weekly.
dilution of any sclenlltlc Journal.
year: four months, |L tioldbyall

Park or Mr·. Park.

J.

26'f

Hastings

'■

I

sr..

1er:

ne»?

SCo.364B,o,dwi" New
MUNH
Branch Offlco. OS F BL, Washington.

I'ltOHATK MOTICKN.
To all oersons Interested In either of tin·
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Ruwf·
and for the County of Oxford, on ti
Tuesday of August, In the year of our
one thousand nine hundred and llfte.
following matter navlng been présenté·!
action thereupon hereinafter Indicate·!,
hereby okhkkkh
That notice thereof be given to all person»
te rested by causing a copy of this order to
<>*
published three weeks successively lu atHit·Sou·
ford Democrat, a newspaper publlsned
apthat
they may appear
Paris, In said County,
probate Court to Ihî held at Paris, on
A. 1». 1915, at
third Tuesday of Sept
the clock In the forenoon, and lie heard then
If they see cnu«e.
Mark A. Klllott lite of Rum ford, dec
will and petition for probate thereof ιιη·Ι tl
polntment of I.aura it Klllott as executrix ti
of. without bond, presented by said Laura
Klllott, the executrix therein named.

Harrison ft. Howard late of Hartford,
ceased ; will and petition for probate therci
ih" appointment of Marhon I, Howard ««
ecutor thereof, without Itond, presented ι·ν
Marhon L. Howard, the executor therein nam
(•coi'Kr W, 4>ray late of Denmark, der«
cd; wl I and ρ tltloii for probité thereof an
appointment of Ada M. Cray ami Klw
l'endetter as executors thereof, without 1
urctcnteil by said Ada M. <»ray aud Klwoo
Pendcxter, the executors therein named.
Ivy II Everett h te of Ρ iris, d'. eapetlllon for the appoliitnient of J· Ιιη Κ Ior some other suitable person as admlnl-t
of the e-t tie of -al 1 deceased presented by ·'
K. Everett, father.
Cjrru· P. t.ordon I it·· of Peru, de· *
petition for the appointment of 1 hi 9. II
or some other suitable person as ailmlnlstr
of the estate of said deceased presented
l.oulee Cordon, wl low.
CoriM. Kverrtt late of Paris, deceased
tlon for the appointment of John Κ hverett
some other suitable person as administrator
the estate of mid deceased presented by sa.·
John K. Everett, widower.
» ιτ".·Π do
>Vjrmaa W· Wever* t· of
t ot
ceased; petition for the ; dut met
41
··
-ultal·
ρ
K. Severs or stime other
ι·ι·
·' said d ••oast
mlnl-trator of the estât
►·
>·
Ν
ver»,
Κ
eented by said Ktigcne
Harold Β. Paine and other» of
w l
wards; petition for license to
real estate
by George D. H
-■

preaented

Marlon A. Beiaey late of I'ar!secoud account presented for allow
Held C. Beeeey and Alvln S. Bessey,·

dining chairs, dining table, side board,
Andrew J. nail of
dishes, range, and all the other furnish- presented for allowance
ings of every kind. Call on Albert D. guardian.

use,

J. B. COLE & SON.

Bean

.»uM

l'oru, ward;
by John

Neth Benson late of Pari·*
and final account presented tor
Alpheu» D. Andrews, admlnl-trai
nexed.

» 31.11'·

I'AflCC

l'è

«

'r.

Michael Koliler late of t's
to distribute Inl-

petition for order

ine In her hands presented by Carrie

SOUTH PARIS

executrix.
Bath R. Clemens late of lllram.
first account presented for allowance
Pike, administrator.

South Paris, Maine.

>

ol said

ADDISON E. HEKRICK, Judge
Λ true copy—attest :
34 36
ALBERT D. PARK.

COMMON AILMENTS Real Estate
to

Anyone sending a sketch and deser»
quickly ascertain our opinion free < »
Invention I· probably patenugl·.
tIonsstrictly confidential. HANDBOOK on
sent free. Oldest agency for securing ·,
l'atcnu taken through M mm Λ t
notice, without charge, lu tbo

Michael Kohler late of <
tlrstand tlual accouut presented (·
by Carrie K. Weber, executrix.

At late home of Q. A. Hilton, 1 nice
art square, nice rugs, 1 set very nice

hand and for sale all the time.

How

M

Trade M
Designs
Copyrights

....

guardian.

FOE SALE I

Plaster,
masons

OCULIST

be at his rooms over C. F.
Ridlon's grocery, Norway, Saturday,
Juoe26tli, 9 A. u. to 4 p. u. This will
be Dr. Tennoy's last visit to Norway until the last Friday in August.
Will

everything

30-39

in., due llo ton 2.1)0 p. in.
II. A. CUV, Suiiertnt»!
Franklin Wharf, i'ortUi

Scientific Jfmerica η

—AT—

uuroiax

and

a.

iptcUit

they cut

certain likeness in the magnaity,
nimity of all generous, wise and simple
men whether of ancient or modern
times. Alas, too hard for our generation of egotists to follow or even respect! The only Ideal which is preached nowadays Is "one's duty to onesself."—"Pieces of the Oarae."

S :(J0

always

the chips made by the average
woodchopper, and they much resemble
chips made with an αχ, ho smoothly are

a

INTEBKATIOXAL MM
Steamship* Calvin Λii~tln and Gov, I'
Leave Portland Monday, VVednewUy
day at S Oil p. m. for Kastport, Lui»
John. Return leave St. John Monday. v
■lay and Friday at 91» a. m ; leave Γ
Boston Tuesday, Thursday and

A fine selection of Records
in stock. Come in and
listen to them.

of poison and waste producti
that should be removed from tbe blood
by the kidneys. If the ashes are not removed the fire dies and tbe machiner;
stops. So with tbe waste products ol
tbe system. Foley Kidney Pills help tbe
kidneys remove waste matter that
causes rheumatism, aches and
pains,
stiff joints and sore muscles.—A. E.
Sburtleff Co., S. Paris.

MM..

ami Χγμ

Steamship» Massachusetts an·! But.;·
From Boston, leave North Side In
Hue Nrw V«<ik
every ilay at 5 p. in.
Same service returning.

Records.

Uremia is due to tbe circulation in tbe

Wood Fiber

ΜΚΤΗΟΡΟΜΤΛΜ
I>lrcct Between Mouton

OVER 65 YEA
IRIENCi.

of

Mount Vernon and which appears there
almost like α material retlex from the
calm and tempered ripeness of its owner's souL There is, I imagine, an affin-

Steamships Hay State ami Itansom B.
Leave Franklin wharf, Portland. week
p. m. Returnlt
i.OOp.m. Sunday m
Boston week day» ami Sundays at 7

Phonographs and

system

something in the atmosphere which
hangs about It—especially during the
days of u closing administration—which
makes one think of that serenity that
seeing to cling around the woods of

η

All-the-Way-by-Wal

TAKE OUT THE ASHES

Ask for Citrolax.—A. £.
liff Co., S. Paris.

State

CHIMNEY FLUE STOPPERS EASTERN STEAMSHIP IftS

"How do you happen to be in prison?"
"It is the result of an accideut."
"Yon ran over some one with youi
auto?"
"No, ma'am. I fell over a cbair and
waked up the owner of the house."

some.

catalog.

Bliss Business College, Lewis?

Address

other diseases. Wet feet, sudden changes
in temperatnre and sleeping uncovered
at night cause many children'· colds Id
summer.
Foley's Honey and Ter Com
pound gives eure and prompt teller.—A.
E. Sburtleff Co., S. Paris.

Gives a most

illustrated

St. and No

CHILDREN'S SUMMER COLDS
It is wrong to neglect a cold at anj
time because it weakens the syetem and
lay· the sufferer open to attack from

Stops

our

Name

"Did you see tbe pleased expression
on Mrs. Blank's face when I told bei
she didn't look any older tLan berdaugh
tei?" asked Mr. Jones after the reception.
"No," esrd Mrs. Jones, "I was looking
at tbe expression on her daugbter'i
face."

cuuntipatinn,

this coupon and

us

will senti you

we

..,!

Sept. 14, 1915

Fall Term Opens Tuesday,

POSTPONING OLD AGE
Overworked, weak or diseased kidneys
make one feel old before middle age.
Rheumatism, aches and pains, too free
perRpiratlon of strong odor and otbei
symptoms are warning that the kidneys
need help. Foley Kidney Pills make
tbe kidoeys strong and active.—A. E.
Sburtleff Co., S. Paris.

a

ar.

will Unci our commercial tra

capable,

CAPABLE YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN who desire a means of liv
and independence, should take our Courees aa tbe first step to responsible j>
and as employees of >:
an stenographers, bookkeepers, private secretaries
S!.
and United States Government through Civil Service appointment.
Special Courses for teachers and advanced pupils.

take many the size of yours to make a
square meal."

Bet thing for
ach, lazy liver

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE

complish the

and bechildren cannot eat souls,
side·, if tbey could, I am afraid it would

again

Player Pianos and Organs

PYTHIAN BLOCK,

and grass aud are finally chinked with
moss, making α solid wall that often
must be dynamited to be effectually destroyed. The cutting teeth of the beaver are very sharp, and there is great
power lK»hlnd the little Jaws. Ordinary beaver chips are about half the size

Hi· Real Victory.
The writer has seldom witnessed
deeper feeling or more enthusiastic applause from a student audience than
that which greeted the confession of α
more query marks in every paragraph,
who arose before the
the sheets looking as If Insects emerg- southern student
men of his university and confessed
an
had
meandered
from
inkwell
ing
in debate. The young man
over the paper.
Moet of these errors dishonesty
had recently won the sophomore-Junarose from fixing the body of the story
ior prize debate, but later in chapel he
I
to accord with my denouement
asked permission to make α statement
might have turned them into good Engto the student body, saying: "I overlish, but every query mark let loose a heard
my opponent rehearsing his demillion discrepancies. However, 1 did»
bate in an adjoining room, and, althe tjest I could with them In the limI stopped my ears and refused
ited time and attention I was able to though
to listen, my roommate took down the
give them and passed the revised
Afterward the temptation was
sheets on till the last chapter was points.
so subtle and strong that I took the
reached, which I was pleased to see
notes and arranged my debate accordread very smoothly even if it deleted
ingly and wou. But," said the stu•very Intention of the author.
with feeling, "I stole It, and I
dent,
I wished that the book could be ishove come to plead the forgiveness of
sued at once Instead of In a couple of
the student body."—Christian Herald.
months. If the story came out Immediately Its glnrlng Incongruities might
The Worm.
be forgotten before the return of the
The Mecfk One—My wife says I'm a
authoress. I knew very well that she
would make It hot for me, and If she •♦worm." The Friend—Why don't you
returned when tho story was issued It retaliate? The Meek One—Why, if I
"turned" she'd be sure of U^Pnek.
there would
After the typographical errors had
been eliminated the proofs came to me
for revision. They were a eight to behold. The proofreader had put one or

Agent for the

money! I thought you were not preaching for money, but tbe good of souls,"
"I am not preaching for money," replied tbe devoted minister, "but my

ried

132-11

TOLMAN

E.

C.

Paris, Maine.

Telephone

Trunk Station.

Shop near Grand

missing."
"Missing?"

South

Treat Them

Oxford County 4

and Securities

<£,rt

RegK-tu

Bonds

·(
Agreeably to an Act o' the I. g1-!.itiircm-n
1915, t*w <'0'<nty of Oxfotd will on ο. t ·■
lo
Issue a ft;'.1) ilk) series of Bonds,
pt
'.

A village doctor once said: "If my
►
would take care of their litthe County'» nh.ire of the expenο erv·
the Rumfonl Municipal and Court Β did.ι κ
tle ailments, they would seldom need
BOUGHT
AND
ami ♦1'·"
SOLD.
#5<k)
Denominations,
$100,
me for a serious illness."
A headInterest, 4 per ct., payable by semi ant'»
ache, a disturbed stomach, a bilious
coupons.
r»
Maturity. In 20 ν cars, subject to prevlou* t<
attack, a little indigestion, or a cold
These Bonds are offered at inr, aud
in its first stages, are. not serious in
County Treasurer will receive eub»rrlptl>'>
I have bath village and farm prop- same In any multiple of One Hundred l'
themselves; the danger is in what
»■
until Sept. Λ) next. Should the amount lie
they may lead to. Many New Eng11
preference will be given lo
erty, also high grade bonds for sale. subscrllied,
land people have found a sure
xens of Oxford County.
remedy Loans and investments
for these common ailments in "L. F.
Address: Howaku D. Smith.
carefully
County Treasurer, Norway, main·
Atwood's Medicine. They say it is made.
South Parle, August 17.1915.
like having a doctor in the home.
)
ι,κυκοκ W. Walkkk,
Count)
Examination of titles a specialty.
Wllinotom H. Eastman, } rommlsrloner·
Your family needs it. Just say "L. F."
Dun A. uatks,
)
to your druggist. He will understand
in title Î4 37
what you mean; he has calls for it Twenty years' experience

patients

nearly

Buy

every

work.

day.

35c bottle at your nearest
store, or write today for a free sample.
FREE.—On receipt of a yellow outside
wrapper with your opinion of the medicine,
a

ι

glvj"
having

General Insurance

will send one of our Needle Book· with a
rood assortment of high grade needles, useful
Γη every family.

Pwtlaad,M*,

>

C. E. TOLMAN

we

Ί. F." MED1CJNK CO,

NOTICE.

li
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
i"'
been duly ap|>olnte<l administrator of
c«tAte of
Lovell,
of
late
R.
CARL
POTTLE,
In the County of Oxford, deceaeed, and
All persons
bond» as the law directs.
demanda against the estate of said decease·»
are dealred to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to makt

PYTHIAN
ι

South Pari·,

BLOCK

Maine

j

*i3M5Ku"W»uS ». r«mi

